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#DB7D4@@4 6BEC<F4A<S 6 D45BK9= CDB7D4@@9 8<EJ<C?<AO BFD4:49FES K9D9; EB89D:4A<9 

A4CD46?9A<= 6BEC<F4F9?PAB= D45BFO, D4;5<FOI A4 E?98GRM<9 6BEC<F4F9?PAO9 @B8G?<: 

 B8G?< CDB7D4@@O 
6BEC<F4A<S 

%B89D:4A<9 @B8G?S CDB7D4@@O 6BEC<F4A<S 

 B8G?P 1 
«#DBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
?<KABEFAB9 6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?S: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S G8B6?9F6BD9A<S 
CBFD95ABEF9= B5GK4RM<IES 6 <AF9??9>FG4?PAB@, 
>G?PFGDAB@ < AD46EF69AAB@ D4;6<F<< 6 EH9D9 FDG8B6OI < 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I BFABL9A<= CBED98EF6B@ 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B E4@BBCD989?9A<S. 
З484K< @B8G?S: 

 D4;6<F<9 B5M9EF69AAB= 4>F<6ABEF< B5GK4RM<IES, 
6BEC<F4A<9 6 A<I EB;A4F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > FDG8G < 
A4DB8AB@G 8BEFBSA<R; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES CBFD95ABEF< 
FDG8<FPES, 8B5DBEB69EFAB, BF69FEF69AAB < F6BDK9E>< 
BFABE<FPES > D4;AO@ 6<84@ FDG8B6B= 89SF9?PABEF<. 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAOI >B@C9F9AJ<=; 
 HBD@<DB64A<9 BEB;A4A<S CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
<89AF<KABEF< (BEB;A4A<9 E6B9= CD<A48?9:ABEF< > 
BCD989?ёAAB= CDBH9EE<< < CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB@G 
EBB5M9EF6G); 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 EBJ<4?PAB-CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
BF69FEF69AABEF<, GE6B9A<9 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB-
QF<K9E><I ABD@; 

 BEB;A4AAO= 6O5BD 5G8GM97B CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB7B 
D4;6<F<S < 6B;@B:ABEF9= D94?<;4J<< EB5EF69AAOI 
:<;A9AAOI C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 BFABL9A<S > CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 
89SF9?PABEF< >4> 6B;@B:ABEF< GK4EF<S 6 D9L9A<< 
?<KAOI, B5M9EF69AAOI, 7BEG84DEF69AAOI, 
B5M9A4J<BA4?PAOI CDB5?9@. 

 B8G?P 2 
 «�D4:84AE>B-
C4FD<BF<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?S: D4;6<F<9 ?<KABEF< B5GK4RM97BES A4 BEAB69 
HBD@<DB64A<S G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 C4FD<BF<;@4, 
7D4:84AEF69AABEF<, G64:9A<S > C4@SF< ;4M<FA<>B6 
"F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, ;4>BAG < 
CD46BCBDS8>G. 
З484K< @B8G?S: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ;A4A<= B5GK4RM<IES B E<@6B?<>9 
$BEE<<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< > 
6OCB?A9A<R 7D4:84AE>B7B 8B?74 < >BAEF<FGJ<BAAOI 
B5S;4AABEF9= CB ;4M<F9 $B8<AO; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES C4FD<BF<K9E>B7B 
EB;A4A<S, KG6EF64 69DABEF< E6B9@G "F9K9EF6G; 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > C4@SF< 
;4M<FA<>B6 "F9K9EF64 < CB86<74@ �9DB96 "F9K9EF64, 
<EFBD<K9E><@ E<@6B?4@ < C4@SFA<>4@ "F9K9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 DBEE<=E>B= 7D4:84AE>B= 
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<89AF<KABEF<, 7D4:84AE>B= CB;<J<< 4>F<6AB7B < 
BF69FEF69AAB7B K?9A4 DBEE<=E>B7B B5M9EF64, 
BEB;A4RM97B E6B< >BAEF<FGJ<BAAO9 CD464 < 
B5S;4AABEF<, G64:4RM97B ;4>BA < CD46BCBDS8B>, 
B5?484RM97B KG6EF6B@ EB5EF69AAB7B 8BEFB<AEF64, 
BEB;A4AAB CD<A<@4RM97B FD48<J<BAAO9 
A4J<BA4?PAO9 < B5M9K9?B69K9E><9 7G@4A<EF<K9E><9 
< 89@B>D4F<K9E><9 J9AABEF<; 

 D4;6<F<9 CD46B6B= < CB?<F<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO 
B5GK4RM<IES, D4EL<D9A<9 >BAEFDG>F<6AB7B GK4EF<S 
6 CD<ASF<< D9L9A<=, ;4FD47<64RM<I <I CD464 < 
<AF9D9EO, 6 FB@ K<E?9 6 D4;?<KAOI HBD@4I 
B5M9EF69AAB= E4@BBD74A<;4J<<, E4@BGCD46?9A<S, 
B5M9EF69AAB ;A4K<@B= 89SF9?PABEF<; D4;6<F<9 6 
@B?B89:AB= ED989 BF69FEF69AABEF<, CD<AJ<CB6 
>B??9>F<6<;@4 < EBJ<4?PAB= EB?<84DABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CD<69D:9AABEF< <89S@ 
<AF9DA4J<BA4?<;@4, 8DG:5O, D469AEF64, 
6;4<@BCB@BM< A4DB8B6; 6BEC<F4A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > A4J<BA4?PAB@G 8BEFB<AEF6G ?R89=, <I 
KG6EF64@, D9?<7<B;AO@ G59:89A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 GEF4AB6B> ?<KABEF<, CB;6B?SRM<I 
CDBF<6BEFBSFP <89B?B7<< Q>EFD9@<;@4, 
A4J<BA4?<;@4, >E9ABHB5<<, >BDDGCJ<<, 
8<E>D<@<A4J<< CB EBJ<4?PAO@, D9?<7<B;AO@, 
D4EB6O@, A4J<BA4?PAO@ CD<;A4>4@ < 8DG7<@ 
A974F<6AO@ EBJ<4?PAO@ S6?9A<S@; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 4AF<>BDDGCJ<BAAB7B @<DB6B;;D9A<S. 
 B8G?P 3 «(<;<K9E>4S 
>G?PFGD4 < 
;8BDB6P9E59D9:9A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?S: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < 
FD48<J<S@ @AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<, >G?PFGDO 
;8BDB6PS, 59;BC4EAB7B CB6989A<S, EFD9@?9A<S > ;8BDB6B@G 
B5D4;G :<;A< < ;4ASF<S@ ECBDFB@, 6BEC<F4A<9 CE<I<K9E>< 
;8BDB6B=, H<;<K9E>< D4;6<FB= < EBJ<4?PAB-484CF<DB64AAB= 
?<KABEF<. 
З484K< @B8G?S: 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 8GIB6AB@G D4;6<F<R, 
D94?<;4J<< F6BDK9E>B7B CBF9AJ<4?4 6 GK95AB=, 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= 89SF9?PABEF< A4 BEAB69 
AD46EF69AAOI GEF4AB6B> < @BD4?PAOI ABD@, 
A9CD9DO6AB7B B5D4;B64A<S, E4@B6BEC<F4A<S < 
GA<69DE4?PAB= 8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAB= >B@C9F9AJ<< - 
«EF4AB6<FPES ?GKL9»; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES BF69FEF69AAB7B 
BFABL9A<S > E6B9@G ;8BDB6PR < CBFD95ABEF< 6 
;8BDB6B@ B5D4;9 :<;A<, H<;<K9E>B@ 
E4@BEB69DL9AEF6B64A<<, ;4ASF<SI ECBDF<6AB-
B;8BDB6<F9?PAB= 89SF9?PABEFPR, D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO 
59;BC4EAB= :<;A989SF9?PABEF<, CDBH<?4>F<>G 
A4D>BF<K9E>B= < 4?>B7B?PAB= ;46<E<@BEF<, 
F454>B>GD9A<S < 8DG7<I 6D98AOI CD<6OK9>; 
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 HBD@<DB64A<9 59D9:AB7B, BF69FEF69AAB7B < 
>B@C9F9AFAB7B BFABL9A<S > H<;<K9E>B@G < 
CE<IB?B7<K9E>B@G ;8BDB6PR - >4> EB5EF69AAB@G, F4> 
< 8DG7<I ?R89=, G@9A<9 B>4;O64FP C9D6GR CB@BMP, 
D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO ;8BDB6B7B C<F4A<S. 

 B8G?P 4 «�G?PFGDAB-
F6BDK9E>B9 6BEC<F4A<9» 
 

Ц9?P @B8G?S: EB;84A<9 GE?B6<= 8?S E4@BBCD989?9A<S < 
EBJ<4?<;4J<< B5GK4RM<IES A4 BEAB69 EBJ<B>G?PFGDAOI, 
8GIB6AB-AD46EF69AAOI J9AABEF9= < CD<ASFOI 6 DBEE<=E>B@ 
B5M9EF69 CD46<? < ABD@ CB6989A<S 6 <AF9D9E4I K9?B69>4, 
E9@P<, B5M9EF64 < 7BEG84DEF64, HBD@<DB64A<9 G 
B5GK4RM<IES G64:9A<S > EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R. 
З484K< @B8G?S: 

 6BEC<F4A<9 ;8BDB6B=, EK4EF?<6B=, E6B5B8AB= 
?<KABEF<, HBD@<DB64A<9 ECBEB5ABEF< EF46<FP J9?< < 
EFDB<FP :<;A9AAO9 C?4AO; 

 D94?<;4J<S B5GK4RM<@<ES CD4>F<> E4@BD4;6<F<S < 
E4@B6BEC<F4A<S 6 EBBF69FEF6<< E 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><@< J9AABEFS@< < <894?4@< 
7D4:84AE>B7B B5M9EF64; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 CB;<F<6AOI :<;A9AAOI BD<9AF<DB6 < 
C?4AB6; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES 7BFB6ABEF< < 
ECBEB5ABEF< > B5D4;B64A<R, 6 FB@ K<E?9 
E4@BB5D4;B64A<R, A4 CDBFS:9A<< 6E9= :<;A<; 
EB;A4F9?PAB9 BFABL9A<9 > A9CD9DO6AB@G 
B5D4;B64A<R >4> GE?B6<R GEC9LAB= 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= < B5M9EF69AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 6OD4:9AAB= 6 CB6989A<< 
AD46EF69AAB= CB;<J<<, 6 FB@ K<E?9 ECBEB5ABEF< > 
EB;A4F9?PAB@G 6O5BDG 8B5D4, AD46EF69AAB7B 
EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S A4 BEAB69 GE6B9A<S 
B5M9K9?B69K9E><I J9AABEF9= < AD46EF69AAOI KG6EF6 
(K9EF<, 8B?74, ECD4698?<6BEF<, @<?BE9D8<S < 
8DG:9?R5<S); 

 D4;6<F<9 >G?PFGDO @9:A4J<BA4?PAB7B B5M9A<S; 
 HBD@<DB64A<9 G64:<F9?PAB7B BFABL9A<S > 
DB8<F9?S@ < EF4DL9@G CB>B?9A<R 6 J9?B@, 
7BFB6ABEF< CBASFP <I CB;<J<R, CD<ASFP <I ;45BFG, 
7BFB6ABEF< 8B7B64D<64FPES E DB8<F9?S@< < K?9A4@< 
E9@P< 6 D9L9A<< 6BCDBEB6 6989A<S 8B@4LA97B 
IB;S=EF64, D4ECD989?9A<S E9@9=AOI B5S;4AABEF9=; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 BF69FEF69AAB7B BFABL9A<S > EB;84A<R < 
EBID4A9A<R E9@P< A4 BEAB69 BEB;A4AAB7B CD<ASF<S 
J9AABEF9= E9@9=AB= :<;A<; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 FB?9D4AFAB7B EB;A4A<S < CB6989A<S 6 
CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9, 7BFB6ABEF< < ECBEB5ABEF< 
69EF< 8<4?B7 E 8DG7<@< ?R8P@<, 8BEF<74FP 6 A9@ 
6;4<@BCBA<@4A<S, A4IB8<FP B5M<9 J9?< < 
EBFDG8A<K4FP 8?S <I 8BEF<:9A<S. 

 B8G?P 5 «1>B?B7<K9E>B9 
6BEC<F4A<9» 

Ц9?P @B8G?S: HBD@<DB64A<9 G B5GK4RM<IES KG6EF64 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > :<6B= CD<DB89 < B>DG:4RM9= 
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 ED989, >G?PFGDAB@G A4E?98<R < FD48<J<S@ 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 
З484K< @B8G?S: 

 D4;6<F<9 G B5GK4RM<IES Q>B?B7<K9E>B= >G?PFGDO, 
59D9:AB7B BFABL9A<S > DB8AB= ;9@?9, CD<DB8AO@ 
5B74FEF64@ $BEE<< < @<D4, CBA<@4A<9 6?<SA<S 
EBJ<4?PAB-Q>BAB@<K9E><I CDBJ9EEB6 A4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AB= < EBJ<4?PAB= ED98O; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 KG6EF64 BF69FEF69AABEF< ;4 EBEFBSA<9 
CD<DB8AOI D9EGDEB6, HBD@<DB64A<9 G@9A<= < 
A46O>B6 D4;G@AB7B CD<DB8BCB?P;B64A<S, 
A9F9DC<@B7B BFABL9A<S > 89=EF6<S@, CD<ABESM<@ 
6D98 Q>B?B7<<; CD<B5D9F9A<9 BCOF4 Q>B?B7B-
A4CD46?9AAB= 89SF9?PABEF<; 

 6BEC<F4A<9 QEF9F<K9E>B7B BFABL9A<S > @<DG, 
6>?RK4S QEF9F<>G 5OF4, A4GKAB7B < F9IA<K9E>B7B 
F6BDK9EF64, ECBDF4, B5M9EF69AAOI BFABL9A<=; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 @<DB6B;;D9A<S, EBBF69FEF6GRM97B 
EB6D9@9AAB@G GDB6AR D4;6<F<S A4G>< < 
B5M9EF69AAB= CD4>F<><, BEAB64AAB7B A4 8<4?B79 
>G?PFGD, 4 F4>:9 A4 CD<;A4A<< D4;?<KAOI HBD@ 
B5M9EF69AAB7B EB;A4A<S, CD98CB?474RM97B 
BEB;A4A<9 E6B97B @9EF4 6 CB?<>G?PFGDAB@ @<D9; 

 HBD@<DB64A<9 KG6EF64 ?R56< > $B8<A9 A4 BEAB69 
<;GK9A<S >G?PFGDAB7B A4E?98<S < FD48<J<= 
@AB7BA4J<BA4?PAB7B A4DB84 $BEE<<. 

 

 

(BD@4@< B5:CI53> :>=B@>;S S6?SRFES 6OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAOI ;484A<=, >BAFDB?PAOI D45BF, 
A4C<E4A<9 E?B64DAOI 8<>F4AFB6. 

(BD@B= ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 CB GK95AB= 8<EJ<C?<A9 S6?S9FES 8<HH9D9AJ<DB64AAO= 
;4KёF, >BFBDO= CDB6B8<FES 6 HBD@9 F9EF<DB64A<S CB <;GK9AAO@ F9@4@ 

 

2. "?8A0=85 ?>:070B5;59 8 :@8B5@852 >F5=820=8S, >?8A0=85 H:0; >F5=820=8S 

 

�BAFDB?P >4K9EF64 BE6B9A<S 8<EJ<C?<AO 6>?RK49F 6 E95S F9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < 
CDB@9:GFBKAGR 4FF9EF4J<R. &9>GM<= >BAFDB?P GEC9649@BEF< < CDB@9:GFBKA4S 4FF9EF4J<S 
CDB6B8SFES 6 J9?SI GEF4AB6?9A<S EBBF69FEF6<S 8BEF<:9A<= B5GK4RM<IES FD95B64A<S@ 
B5D4;B64F9?PAB= CDB7D4@@O > D9;G?PF4F4@ B5GK9A<S < HBD@<DB64A<S >B@C9F9AJ<=. 

$9;G?PF4FO BJ9A<64A<S F9>GM97B >BAFDB?S ;4ABESFES CD9CB8464F9?9@ 6 :GDA4? < @B7GF 
GK<FO64FPES CD< CDB6989A<< CDB@9:GFBKAB= 4FF9EF4J<<. 

�?S BJ9A<64A<S D9;G?PF4FB6 B5GK9A<S <ECB?P;G9FES K9FODёI54?PA4S L>4?4: «BF?<KAB», 
«IBDBLB», «G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB», «A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB». 
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                              #9D9K9AP BJ9ABKAOI ED98EF6 

 

№ !4<@9AB64A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB-
<;@9D<F9?PAOI 
@4F9D<4?B6 

�D4F>4S I4D4>F9D<EF<>4 >BAFDB?PAB-
<;@9D<F9?PAOI @4F9D<4?B6 

#D98EF46?9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB-
<;@9D<F9?PAOI 
@4F9D<4?B6 6 ��  

                                  &5:CI89 :>=B@>;P CA?5205<>AB8 

1. �OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAOI 
;484A<= CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<= 
CD<@9ASFP CB?GK9AAO9 ;A4A<S CB 
BE6B9AAB= F9@9 8<EJ<C?<AO. 

$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�484A<S CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO. 

2. �BAFDB?PA4S D45BF4 
6 HBD@9 F9EF4  (&9EF) 

%D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< ?9>E<K9E>B7B < 
7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B @<A<@G@4, 
A9B5IB8<@B7B 8?S KF9A<S < CD96B84 
<ABEFD4AAOI F9>EFB6 
CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= A4CD46?9AABEF<. 

$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

�BAFDB?PAO9 
(F9EFB6O9) ;484A<S 
CB F9@4@ 
8<EJ<C?<AO 

3. �<>F4AF %D98EF6B 8?S CDB69D>< G@9A<S 
B5M4FPES C<EP@9AAB A4 <ABEFD4AAB@ 
S;O>9 A4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 < 
CB6E98A96AO9 F9@O, E4@BEFBSF9?PAB 
EB69DL9AEF6B64FP C<EP@9AAGR D9KP, 
CBCB?ASFP E?B64DAO= ;4C4E. 

$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= B5GK4RM<IES. 

&9>EFO 8<>F4AFB6 

                                         #@><56CB>G=0S 0BB5AB0F8S 

4. �4KёF %D98EF6B, CB;6B?SRM99 BJ9A<FP 
;A4A<S, G@9A<S < 6?489A<S 
B5GK4RM97BES CB 8<EJ<C?<A9 CB  
8<EJ<C?<A9. 

$9>B@9A8G9FES 8?S BJ9A>< ;A4A<=, 
G@9A<= < 6?489A<= A46O>4@< 
B5GK4RM<IES. 

&9EFB6O9 ;484A<S > 
;4KёFG. 
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�@8B5@88 8 H:0;O >F5=820=8S 2 @57C;PB0B5 87CG5=8S 48AF8?;8=O ?@8 ?@>2545=88 
B5:CI53> :>=B@>;S 8 ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88: 

 

,>4?O BJ9A<64A<S �D<F9D<< BJ9A<64A<S 

«BF?<KAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES CD46<?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, 
GCD4:A9A<=). �9;BL<5BKAB ;4C<E4? F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 
6OCB?A<? BF?<KAO= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? BF?<KAB9 6?489A<9 
;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R 
EFDB<FP E6Bё D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«IBDBLB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES IBDBLB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, 
GCD4:A9A<=). % A9;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ BL<5B> ;4C<E4? F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 
(E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? IBDBL<= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. 
#B>4;4? IBDBL99 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO 
<;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6Bё D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 
489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB 6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO 
(F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). % EGM9EF69AAO@< A9FBKABEFS@<  ;4C<E4? F9>EF 8<>F4AF4 
(E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), 6OCB?A<? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAO= C9D96B8 CD98?B:9AAB7B 
;484A<S. #B>4;4? G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB9 6?489A<9 ;A4A<S@< B EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= 
EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6Bё D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 
CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 

«A9A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB» 

"5GK4RM<=ES A9G8B6?9F6BD<F9?PAB (EB ;A4K<F9?PAO@ >B?<K9EF6B@ BL<5B>) 
6OCB?A<? 6E9 ;484A<S >BAFDB?PAB= D45BFO (F9EF4, GCD4:A9A<=). !9 ECD46<?ES E 
;4C<EPR  F9>EF4 8<>F4AF4 (E?B64DAB7B 8<>F4AF4), A9 6OCB?A<?  C9D96B8 
CD98?B:9AAB7B ;484A<S. #B>4;4? A98BEF4FBKAO= GDB69AP  6?489A<S ;A4A<S@< B 
EBJ<B>G?PFGDAB= EC9J<H<>9 EFD4AO <;GK49@B7B S;O>4 < G@9A<R EFDB<FP E6Bё 
D9K96B9 < A9D9K96B9 CB6989A<9 489>64FAB QFB= EC9J<H<>9. 
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#@>3@0<<0 :>=B@>;P=>->F5=>G=OE <5@>?@8SB89 70 ?5@8>4 87CG5=8S ?> 48AF8?;8=5 
 

 

№ 

!4<@9AB64A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB-
BJ9ABKAB7B 
@9DBCD<SF<S 

"5N9>F >BAFDB?S 
(F9@4 />B@C9F9AJ<<, @B8G?< 6BEC<F4A<S) 

!4<@9AB64A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
ED98EF64 
(HBD@4 

CDB6989A<S) 

1.1 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «"5D4;B64A<9» 

"�-1 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (GEFAB) 

1.2 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «"ID4A4 B>DG:4RM9= 
ED98O» 

"�-2 

"�-4 

 B8G?P 
5 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.3 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «%D98EF64 >B@@GA<>4J<<». 
�EFBD<S >B@CPRF9DB6» 

"�-3  

 B8G?P 
1 

 B8G?P 
4 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.4 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�EFBD<S  FD4AECBDF4». 

"�-3 

"�-4   

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (D45BF4 6 
7DGCC9) 

1.5 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: « #B?GK9A<9 ?<J9A;<< A4 
CD46B 6B:89A<S». ("EAB6AO9 
K4EF< 46FB@B5<?S). 

"�-3 

"�-4 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.6 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «�D4F><= 46FB@B5<?PAO= 
E?B64DP». 

"�-1 

"�-2 

"�-3 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.7 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «$96B?RJ<S 6 FD4AECBDF9». 

"�-1, 

 B8G?P 
1 

 B8G?P 
2 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB)  
 

1.8 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «  BS ?R5<@4S @4D>4 
@4L<AO». 

 

"�-2 

"�-4 

 B8G?P 
1 

 B8G?P 
2 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
  

1.9 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «%B6D9@9AAO9 7BDB84 < 
FD4AECBDF». 

"�-2 

"�-9 

 B8G?P 
1 

 B8G?P 
3 

!4C<E4A<9  
E?B64DAB7B 
8<>F4AF4 A4 
<ECB?P;B64A<9 
>B@CPRF9DAB= 
?9>E<><. 
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1.10 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�BDB:AO9 ;A4><». 

"�-2 

"�-9 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.11 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�6FB@B5<?P A4 CDB>4F». 

"�-2 

"�-4 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.12 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: «�<8O FD4AECBDF4». 

"�-2  

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.13 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P &9@4: �4CD9M4RM<9 ;A4><. 

"� -4 

"� -2 

 B8G?P 
1 

 B8G?P 
3 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.14 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «#B?GK9A<9 ?<J9A;<< A4 
CD46B CDB84: 46FBFD4AECBDF4». 

"� -9 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S (GEFAB) 

1.15 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: «#D46<F9?< $BEE<<», 
«%<EF9@4 7BEG84DEF69AAB7B 
GCD46?9A<S» 

"� -2 

"� -4 

 B8G?P 
2 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

1.16 
&9>GM<= 
>BAFDB?P 

&9@4: « 9A98:@9AF < 
@9A98:9DO», «'EFDB=EF6B A4 
D45BFG» 

"�- 2 

"� -4 

 B8G?P 
1 

�OCB?A9A<9 
BJ9ABKAB7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 

2.1 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (2 >GDE, 3-4 

E9@9EFDO) 

"�-1- 

"�-9 

 B8G?P 
1-5 

�OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64
AAO= ;4KёF 

2.2 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 
�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (3 >GDE, 5-6 

E9@9EFDO) 

"�- 1 3 
"�-9 

 B8G?P 
1-4 

�OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64
AAO= ;4KёF 

2.3 
#DB@9:GFBKA4S 
4FF9EF4J<S 

$4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 

�ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (4 >GDE, 7-8 

E9@9EFDO) 

"�-1 3 
"�-9 

 B8G?P 
1-3 

�OCB?A9A<9 
>BAFDB?PAB7B 
F9EFB6B7B 
;484A<S 
(C<EP@9AAB) 
�<HH9D9AJ<DB64
AAO= ;4KёF 
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3. (>=4 >F5=>G=OE A@54AB2 4;S B5:CI53> :>=B@>;S  
 

&5<0 1.1 : « "1@07>20=85» 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (GEFAB 

Read the sentences, point out the Continuous Tenses. Give the Russian equivalents. 

#@>G8B09B5 ?@54;>65=8S, >?@545;8B5 2@5<5=0 3@C??O Continuous. �09B5 @CAA:85 
Q:2820;5=BO. 

1. We use this scheme when we are discussing the problem.  

2. Now he is sitting at the lesson. 

3. These learners are working now at about the same speed as their classmates. 

4. At 10 o’clock tomorrow he will be taking the exam. 
5. He is watching TV at the moment. 

6. Primary school pupils are being taught such skills as reading, writing, and arithmetic. 

7. They were receiving instructions in different subjects the whole month. 

8. At the moment the pictures are being described by the pupils. 

9. He was visiting the museum from 4 till 6 o’clock yesterday. 
10. The classes are being attended by the students all the term. 

 

&5<0 1.2 «"E@0=0 >:@C60RI59 A@54O 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Continue the following statements. 

1. #@>4>;68B5 A;54CRI85 CB25@645=8S 

1. The forest protects the Earth from erosion &&.. . 
2. Under the branches of higher trees, there are &&.. . 
3. When man breathes, he &&& . 
4. During the photosynthesis &&& . 
5. In his activity, man needed timber &&&.. . 
6. Recently scientists have found out that ecological crises &&& 

7. If the forest is destroyed because of commercial interests &&.. . 
8. Our country protects forests: in 1942 &&& 

9. Because of people forest fires take place, and if will take &&. 
10. Only if we take care of Earth &&&. . 

 

&5<0 1.3. « %@54AB20 :><<C=8:0F88» 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Make a sentence out of the two parts. 

1. %>AB02PB5 ?@54;>65=8S. 
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1. The first black-and-white nine-by-by-

twelve inch TV sets 

2. In a surprisingly short time 

 

 

3. At present 

 

4. Satellite and cable TV make it possible 

5. Recently black-and-white TV 

 

 

6. The next major advance in  

 

 

7. The invention of high definition 

television with a picture resembling a 

wide screen film 

1. has been replaced by colour television  

2. the development of TV became digital 

television in which the usual signal is 

replaced by a digital code. 

3. were of historical importance in 1939 

4. television has had great influence on 

people’s life and way of thinking 
5. is the most important stage in the 

development of TV since the 

appearance of colour television 

6. to watch TV programs in different parts 

of the country and throughout the world 

7. there are different kinds of television 

systems: satellite, cable, colour, pocket-

size, digital, high-definitional television 

 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

2. Choose the right translation 

�O15@8B5 ?@028;P=O9 ?5@52>4 ?@54;>65=89, A>45@60I8E =5;8G=O5 D>@<O 3;03>;0 
(Infinitive, Gerund, Participle I, Participle II). 

1. That was the machine provided with the necessary facts about the problem to be solved. 

a)  4L<AG B59EC9K<?< A9B5IB8<@O@< H4>F4@<, KFB5O BA4 D9L<?4 QFG CDB5?9@G. 
b) &B 5O?4 @4L<A4, EA45:ёAA4S A9B5IB8<@B= <AHBD@4J<9= B ;484K9, >BFBDGR CD98EFBS?B 
D9L<FP. 

c) 1FG @4L<AG B59EC9K<?< A9B5IB8<@B= <AHBD@4J<9= B D9L49@B= ;484K9. 
2. The computers designed to use IC were called third generation computers. 

4) �B@CPRF9DO E>BAEFDG<DB64?< 8?S <ECB?P;B64A<S �% < A4;64?< <I FD9FP<@ CB>B?9A<9@. 

b) �B@CPRF9DO A4;O64?<EP FD9FP<@ CB>B?9A<9@, CBFB@G KFB 6 A<I <ECB?P;B64?<EP �%. 

c) �B@CPRF9DO, E>BAEFDG<DB64AAO9, KFB5O <ECB?P;B64FP �%, A4;O64?<EP >B@CPRF9D4@< 
FD9FP97B CB>B?9A<S. 

       3.  Mark I was the first machine to figure out mathematical problems. 

            4) #9D64S @4L<A4 8?S 6OK<E?9A<S @4F9@4F<K9E><I CDB5?9@ 5O?4  4D> 1. 

            b)  4D> 1 S6<?4EP C9D6B= @4L<AB= 8?S 6OK<E?9A<S @4F9@4F<K9E><I ;484K. 
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            c)  4D> 1 5O?4 C9D6B= @4L<AB=, >BFBD4S 6OK<E?S?4 @4F9@4F<K9E><9 ;484K<. 

       4. Early computers using vacuum tubes could perform computations in milliseconds. 

             a) #9D6O9 >B@CPRF9DO, <ECB?P;GRM<9 Q?9>FDBAAO9 ?4@CO, @B7?< 6OCB?ASFP 6OK<E?9A<S 
6 F9K9A<9 @<??<E9>GA8. 

              b) $4AA<9 >B@CPRF9DO <ECB?P;B64?< 64>GG@AO9 ?4@CO, >BFBDO9 6OCB?AS?< 6OK<E?9A<S 
;4 @<??<E9>GA8O. 

              c) $4AB >B@CPRF9DO, <ECB?P;GRM<9 Q?9>FDBAAO9 FDG5><, 6OCB?AS?< 6OK<E?9A<S ;4 
@<??<E9>GA8O. 

         5. Vacuum tubes to control and amplify electric signals were invented by Neumann. 

               a) �;B5D9FёAAO9 !B=@4AB@ 64>GG@AO9 ?4@CO D97G?<DB64?< < GE<?<64?< Q?9>FD<K9E><9 
E<7A4?O. 

               b) !B=@4A <;B5Dё? Q?9>FDBAAO9 ?4@CO 8?S GCD46?9A<S < GE<?9A<S Q?9>FD<K9E><I 
E<7A4?B6. 

               c) 1?9>FDBAAO9 ?4@CO, >BFBDO9 D97G?<DB64?< < GE<?<64?< Q?9>FD<K9E><9 E<7A4?O, 5O?< 
<;B5D9F9AO !B=@4AB@. 

            6. Neumann’s machine called the EDVAC was designed to store both data and instructions. 

          a) !B=@4AB6E>GR @4L<AG, A4;O649@GR EDVAC, E>BAEFDG<DB64?< 8?S ID4A9A<S 
<AHBD@4J<< < >B@4A8. 

           b)  4L<A4 !B=@4A4, A4;64AA4S EDVAC, 5O?4 EB;84A4, KFB5O ;4CB@<A4FP >4> <AHBD@4J<R, 
F4> < >B@4A8O. 

           c)  4L<AG !B=@4A4, >BFBD4S ID4A<?4 84AAO9 < <AEFDG>J<<, A4;64?< EDVAC. 

7. Computers were developed to perform calculations for military and scientific purposes. 

                 4) �B@CPRF9DO 5O?< EB;84AO, KFB5O 6OCB?ASFP 6OK<E?9A<S 8?S 6B9AAOI < A4GKAOI 
J9?9=. 

                  b) �B@CPRF9DO EB;84?< 8?S 6OCB?A9A<S 6B9AAOI < A4GKAOI 6OK<E?9A<=. 

                  c) %B;84AAO9 >B@CPRF9DO 6OCB?AS?< 6OK<E?9A<S 6B9AAB7B < A4GKAB7B A4;A4K9A<S. 

 

&5<0 1.4 : «�AB>@8S  B@0=A?>@B0». #@>872>4AB2> 02B><>18;59. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 1.  �DBKF<F9 E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S < EBEF46PF9 E A<@< CD98?B:9A<S. 

technician-F9IA<>                                                    driving safety-59;BC4EABEFP GCD46?9A<S 
46FB@B5<?9@ 
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deal with manufacturing cars-<@9FP                   long service life-4>;389 EDB> E?G:5O 

89?B E CDB<;6B8EF6B@ 46FB@B5<?9=                 rapid acceleration-CD<9@<EFBEFP 
work out the technology of manufacturing        ease of maintenance-CDBEFBF4 F9IB5E?G:<64A<S 
 processes-D4;D454FO64FP F9IAB?B7<                  meet up-to-date demands (requirements)-BF69K4FP 
CDB<;6B8EF69AAOI CDBJ9EEB6                              EB6D9@9AAO@ FD95B64A<9@  
put into mass production-;4CGEF<FP 6                 be stable on the road-1OBP GEFB=K<6O@ A4 8BDB79 
@4EEB6B9 CDB<;6B8EF6B                                         ignition system-E<EF9@4 ;4:<74A<S 
subject to tests-CB869D74FP <ECOF4A<S@           fuel consumption-D4EIB8 FBC?<64 
dependable brakes-A489:AO9 FBD@B;4              car-?97>B6B= 46FB@B5<?P  
                                                                                      truck-7DG;B6B= 46FB@B5<?P  
 

'?@06=5=85 2. �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, B5D4M4S 6A<@4A<S A4 F9D@<AO. 
 

1. After graduating from the college I shall become a technician. 

2. I shall deal with manufacturing cars. 

3. The production of the automobile comprises five phases, such as: designing, working out the 

technology of manufacturing processes, laboratory test, road tests, mass production. 

4. The automobile of today must have high efficiency , long service life, driving safety, ease of 

maintenance and stable on the road. 

5. The automobile must meet up-to-date demands, that is, it must have rapid acceleration, smooth-

acting clutch, silent gearbox, dependable braking and steering systems, dependable ignition 

system. 

6. Before the car is put into mass-production it mast be subjected to laboratory and road tests. 

7. Technicians should know the technology of manufacturing processes.         

            

'?@06=5=85 3.  �BKF<F9 < C9D9698<F9 <AF9DA4J<BA4?PAO9 E?B64.  
Specialist, automobile, industry, production, phase, technology, process, test, mass, fact, service, 

comfortable, ecological, method, type, corrosion, material, optimal, problem, mechanism, control, 

system. 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 4. �DBKF<F9 < C9D9698<F9 F9>EF. 

Automobile Production 

 

         I study at the college, at the automobile-construction department. When I graduate from the college 

I shall become a technician. All specialist in automobile industry dealing with manufacturing 

automobiles ( cars or trucks) must know that the production of the automobile comprises the following 

phases: 

1. designing; 

2. working out the technology  of manufacturing processes; 

3. laboratory tests; 

4. road tests; 

5. mass manufacturing (production). 
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    Why is it necessary to know all these facts? It is important to know them, as before the automobile 

is put into mass production it should be properly designed and the car must meet up-to-date 

requirements. What are these requirements? 

    The automobile must have high efficiency, long service life, driving safety, ease of handling and 

maintenance, pleasant appearance. Also it must be comfortable and ecological. In order to obtain 

these qualities  the specialists should  develop up-to-date methods of designing cars using new types 

of resistant to corrosion light materials. Also it is important to know computer sciences because 

computers offer quick and optimal solutions of the problems. Besides they are used for better 

operation of mechanisms in cars. 

    Before the cars is put into mass production the units of the car are subjected to tests in the Works 

laboratory and then the car undergoes a rigid quality control in road tests. Why are these tests 

required? What qualities are required of the automobile? They are needed because the modern 

automobile must be rapid in acceleration, have smooth acting clutch, silent gearbox, dependable 

braking and steering systems, dependable ignition system, low fuel consumption and be stable on the 

road.  

 

&9@4 1.5: « #B?GK9A<9 ?<J9A;<< A4 CD46B 6B:89A<S». ("A=>2=O5 G0AB8 02B><>18;S). 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 1.  �DBKF<F9 E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S < EBEF46PF9 E A<@< CD98?B:9A<S. 
engine (power plant)-86<74F9?P (E<?B64S GEF4AB6>4)   frame with axles-D4@>4 E BES@< 

chassis-L4EE<                                                                             wheels and springs->B?ёE4 E D9EEBD4@< 

body->G;B6                                                                                  hood->4CBF 
power train-E<?B64S C9D984K4                                              fenders->DO?PS  
running gear-IB8B64S C9D984K4                                            heater-BFBC<F9?P 
steering system- DG?96B9 GCD46?9A<9                                 windshield wiper-EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?P 
brakes-FBD@B;4                                                                          include-6>?RK4FP 6 E95S 
clutch-EJ9C?9A<9                                                                       consist of-EBEFBSFP <; 
gearbox- >BDB5>4 C9D984K                                                      as well-F4>:9 
propeller->4D84AAO= 64?                                                        in turn-6 E6BR BK9D98P 
 final drive-7?46A4S C9D984K4                                                 source of power-<EFBKA<> QA9D7<< 

differential-8<HH9D9AJ<4?                                                     fuel-FBC?<6B 
rear axle-;48A<= @BEF                                                               cooling-BI?4:89A<S 
axle shafts-CB?GBE<                                                                   lubricating-E@4;>4 
'?@06=5=85 2. �DBKF<F9 < C9D9698<F9 F9>EF. 

 

TEXT 

Components of the Automobile 

       The automobile is made up of three basis parts: the power plant, or the engine, the chassis and the 

body.  

      The engine is the source of power that makes the wheels rotate and the car move. It includes fuel, 

cooling, lubricating and electric system. Most automobile engines have six or eight cylinders. 

       The chassis includes a power train (power transmissions), a running gear, steering and braking 

systems as well. 
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       The power train carries the power from the engine wow he car wheels. 

       The power transmissions, is turn, contains the clutch, gearbox, propeller or cardan shaft, final drive, 

differential, rear axle and axle shafts. The running gear consists of a frame with axles, wheels and 

springs.  

      The body has a hood, fenders and accessories: the heater, stereo tape recorder, windshield wipers, 

conditioner, speedometer and so on. 

 

 

 

'?@06=5=8S 3. �O59D<F9 < ;4C<L<F9 F9D@<AO, 8OAAO9 A<:9, >BFBDO9 BFABESFES >  :   

a) the engine (86<74F9?R) 
b) the chassis (L4EE<) 
c) the body (>G;B6G) 

 

 Fuel system, axel shaft, accessories, cooling system, frame with axles, running gear, lubricating system, 

steering system, heater, propeller shaft, power transmissions, final drive, windshield wiper, clutch, 

wheels and axel shafts, gearbox, electric system, differential. 

Д4=F9 DGEE><9 Q>6<64?9AFO CD<6989AAO9 6OL9 F9D@<AB6.  
 

'?@06=5=85 4. �DBKF<F9 8<4?B7 A9E>B?P>B D4;, 4 ;4F9@ 6OCB?A<F9 E?98GRM<9 ;4 A<@ 
GCD4:A9A<S.  

DIALOGUE 

A.: Do you know what parts the automobile is made up of? 

B.: Certainly. It is made up of the engine, the chassis and the body. 

A.: What is the source of power? 

B.: The source of power is the engine. It includes fuel, cooling, lubricating and electric systems. 

A.: And what does the chassis consist of? 

B.: It consists of a power transmission, running gear, steering and braking systems. By the way, the 

power transmissions, in turn, comprise the clutch, gearbox, propeller shaft, final drive, differential, rear 

axle and axle shafts. 

A.: And what has the body? 

B.: The body has a hood, fenders and accessories, such as: the heater, stereo tape recorder, windshield 

wipers, condition and so on. 

A.: Thank you very much for your information. 

B.: Don’t mention it. I am glad to help you.  
 

'?@06=5=85 5. �4=8<F9 6 8<4?B7< E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S, Q>6<64?9AFAO DGEE><@ E?B64@ < 
E?B6BEBK9F4A<S@, CD<6989AAO@ A<:9.  
%89?4A <;; L4EE<; >G;B6; 6>?RK4FP 6 E95S; FBC?<6A4S; BI?4:84RM4S; E@4;O64RM4S < 
Q?9>FD<K9E>4S E<EF9@O; FD4AE@<EE<S; IB8B64S K4EFP; DG?964S < FBD@B;A4S E<EF9@O; >4D84AAO= 
6O?; 7?46A4S C9D984K4; 8<HH9D9AJ<4?; ;48A<= @BEF; CB?GBE<; >4CBF; >DO?PS; 6ECB@B74F9?PAO9 
GEFDB=EF64; EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?<.   
 

'?@06=5=85 6. З4>BAK<F9 CD98?B:9A<S, <ECB?P;GS A9B5IB8<@O9 E?B64 <?< E?B6BEBK9F4A<S, 
8OAAO9 A<:9. 
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A.: What parts does the automobile &? 
B.: It is made up of & 

A.: What is &? 
B.: The source of power is the & . 
A.: What systems does the engine &? 
B.: It includes & 

A.: What does the chassis &? 
B.: The chassis 

A.: What does the power train include? 

B.: The power train includes & 

A.: What units does the body comprise? 

B.: It comprises & and accessories such as & 

A.: Thank you for your & 

 

 

Engine, chassis, body, power train, running gear, steering system, brakes, clutch, gearbox, propeller 

shaft, final drive, differential, rear axle, axle shaft, hood and fenders, heater, windshield wipers, 

information, conditioner, consist(s) of, the source of power, include, fuel, cooling, lubricating, electric 

systems. 

 

&9@4 1.6: «�D4F><= 46FB@B5<?PAO= E?B64DP». 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB 

'?@06=5=85 1.  �DBKF<F9 E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S < EBEF46PF9 E A<@< CD98?B:9A<S. 
(>BAFDB?PAO= 8<>F4AF CB QF<@ E?B64@) 

accessories- 6ECB@B74F9?PAO9 GEFDB=EF64     cooling-BI?4:89A<9 
as well-F4>:9                                                          device-GEFDB=EF6B 
axle shaft-CB?GBE<                                                 disengage-BF>?RK4FP, BFEB98<ASFP 
body- >G;B6                                                              engage- 6>?RK4FP, EB98<ASFP 
conditioner- >BA8<J<BA9D                                   engine- 86<74F9?P 
consist of- EBEFBSFP <;                                           fenders- >DO?PS 
fix- >D9C<FP                                                              final drive- 7?46A4S C9D984K4 
flywheel- @4IB6<>                                                  propeller (cardan) shaft- >4D84AAO= 64?  
frame- D4@4                                                             rear axle- ;48A<= @BEF  
fuel- FBC?<6B                                                           release the engine- BFEB98<A<FP 86<74F9?P   
gearbox- >BDB5>4 C9D984K                                   running gear- IB8B64S K4EFP 
heater- BFBC<F9?P                                                   source of power- <EFBKA<> QA9D7<< 
hood- >4CBF                                                              speed- E>BDBEFP 
in turn- 6 E6BR BK9D98P                                         speedometer- EC<8B@9FD 
include- 6>?RK4FP 6 E95S                                       springs- D9EEBDO   
lubricating (lubrication)- E@4;>4                           tachometer- F4IB@9FD 
measure- <;@9DSFP                                                 wheel- >B?9EB 
pedal- C984?P                                                           windshield wipers- EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?P  
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power train ( transmission)- E<?B64S  
C9D984K4 ( FD4AE@<EE<S) 
power plant- E<?B64S GEF4AB6>4 
 

'?@06=5=85 2. �OC<L<F9 <; CD46B= >B?BA>< DGEE><9 E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S, EBBF69FEF6GRM<9 
4A7?<=E><@ <; ?96B= >B?BA><.  

1.  power plant                                                        1. EJ9C?9A<9 
2. chassis                                                                   2. E<?B64S 
C9D984K4 

3. body                                                                      3. 7?46A4S 
C9D984K4 

4. power train                                                          4. >B?9EB 
5. running gear                                                        5. E<EF9@4 
DG?96B7B GCD46?9A<S 

6. steering system                                                   6. >4CBF 
7. brakes                                                                   7. CB?GBE< 

8. clutch                                                                    8. IB8B64S 
K4EFP 

9. gearbox                                                                9. FBC?<6A4S 
E<EF9@4 

10. propeller shaft                                                   10. 

EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?P 
11. final drive                                                            11. >BDB5>4 
C9D984K 

12. rear axle                                                              12. E<EF9@4 
E@4;>< 

13. axle shaft                                                            13. E<?B64S 
GEF4AB6>4 

14. frame                                                                   14. D4@4 
15. wheels                                                                 15. 6 E6BR 
BK9D98P 

16. springs                                                                 16. FBD@B;4 
17. hood                                                                     17. D9EEBDO 

18. fenders                                                                18. F4>:9 
19. windshield wipers                                             19. L4EE< 

20. fuel system                                                         20. 

>4D84AAO= 64? 
21. cooling system                                                   21. ;48A<= 
@BEF 

22. lubricating system                                             22. <EFBKA<> 
QA9D7<< 

23. in turn                                                                  23. E<EF9@4 
BI?4:89A<S 

24. as well                                                                 24. >DO?PS 
25. source of power                                                25. >G; 
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�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

 

'?@06=5=85 3. �F69FPF9 A4 6BCDBEO. 
1. What main parts is the automobile made up of? 

2. What is the function of the engine? 

3. What system does the engine? 

4. What does the chassis consist of? 

5. What unit does the power transmissions comprise 

6. What assemblies does the running gear consist of? 

7. What has the body? 

      

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 4. �8:B0=B A A8AB5<>9 4@5;;8=3. 
 

construct->BAEFDG<DB64FP                                                     engineer-<A:9A9D 
construction->BAEFDG>J<S                                                     fuel consumption- D4EIB8 FBC?<64 
constructor->BAEFDG>FBD                                                        handling- Q>EC?G4F4J<S, GIB8 
deal with-<@9FP 89?B                                                             ignition system- E<EF9@4 ;4:<74A<S 
demand-FD95B64FP, FD95B64A<S                                         maintenance -F9IB5E?G:<64A<S 
dependable brakes 3A48ё:AO9 FBD@B;4                          manufacture-CDB<;6B8<FP 
design-CDB9>F<DB64FP, CDB9>F                                             manufacturer- CDB@OL?9AA<>, 
<;7BFB6<F9?P 
designer-CDB9>F<DB6M<> >BAEFDG>FBD                              manufacturing- CDB<;6B8<FP  
develop-D4;D454FO64FP                                                         mechanics-@9I4A<> 
development-D4;D45BF>4                                                      mechanism- @9I4A<;@ 

driving safety-59;BC4EABEFP 9;8O                                       produce- CDB<;6B8<FP 
efficiency-QHH9>F<6ABEFP, �#�                                            producer- CDB@OL?9AA<>(FBF, >FB                                       
production-CDB<;6B8EF6B CDB<;6B8<F)  
put into mass production-;4CGEF<FP 6 @4EEB6B9              smooth-acting clutch- C?46AB9 EJ9C?9A<9 
CDB<;6B8EF6B                                                                           solution- D9L9A<9 
quality->4K9EF6B                                                                       steering system- E<EF9@4 DG?96B7B 
GCD46?9A<S 
rapid acceleration- 5OEFDO= D4;7BA (CD<ё@<EFBEFP)     subject to test- CB869D74FP <ECOF4A<S 
require- FD95B64FP, CDBE<FP                                                  technician- F9IA<> 
requirement- FD95B64A<9 ;4CDBE                                         technologist- F9IAB?B7 
rigid quality control- :ёEF><= >BAFDB?P                              technology- F9IAB?B7<S 
>4K9EF64                                                                                       undergo tests- CDBIB8<FP <ECOF4A<S 
science-A4G>4                                                                              unit- G;9?, 47D974F 
scientist-GKёAO=                                                                         up-to-date-EB6D9@9AAO= 

service life- EDB> E?G:5O  
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silent gearbox- 59ELG@A4S >BDB5>4  
C9D984K  
�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 5. З4>BAK<F9 CD98?B:9A<9, CB8B5D46 EBBF69FEF6GRM<9 CB E@OE?G E?B64 (<?< 
E?B6BEBK9F4A<S), CD<698ёAAO9 A<:9.   

1. I study at && 

2. After graduating from the college I shall 

become&. 
3. I shall deal with &&  

4. All specialist must know that the 

production of the automobile comprises && 

5. It is necessary to know these facts because 

the automobile of today must meet && 

6. The modern automobile must have &&. 
7. In road tests the automobile undergoes &..    

 

A technician, a specialist in automobile industry, the production of the automobile, designing, working 

out the technology of manufacturing processes, laboratory tests, mass production, high efficiency, long 

service life, driving safety, ease of maintenance, rigid  quality control, rapid acceleration, smooth-acting 

clutch, silent gearbox, dependable brakes, dependable steering system, the automobile construction 

college, up-to-date demands ( requirements) 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 6. �OC<L<F9 <; CD46B= >B?BA>< DGEE><9 E?B64 < E?B6BEBK9F4A<S, EBBF69FEF6GRM<9 
4A7?<=E><@ <; ?96B= >B?BA><.   
1.automobile construction college                   1. 8B?7<= EDB> E?G:5O  

2. to graduate from the college                        2. CDBEFB9 F9IB5E?G:<64A<9  
3. low fuel consumption                                     3. ;4CGEF<FP 6 @4EEB6B9 CDB<;6B8EF6B  
4. to deal with                                                      4.CB869D74FP <ECOF4A<S@     
5. designing cars                                                  5. C?46AB9 EJ9C?9A<9  
6. mass production                                              6. BF69K4FP EB6D9@9AAO@ FD95B64A<S@  
7. long service life                                                7. <@9FP 89?B 
8. driving safety                                                    8. A48ё:AO9 FBD@B;4 
9. to work out                                                       9. GK95A4S CDB7D4@@4  
10.ease of maintenance                                     10. D4;D454FO64FP 
11. the technology of manufacturing              11. E<EF9@4 ;4:<74A<S 
         Processes 

12. to pit into mass production                         12. 59;BC4EABEFP 6B:89A<S 
13. to subject to tests                                          13. #D<ё@<EFBEFP 
14.a rigid quality control                                     14. 46FB@B5<?9EFDB<F9?PAO= >B??98: 

15. to meet up-to-date demands                      15. :ёEF><= >BAFDB?P >4K9EF64  
(requirements)        
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16. rapid acceleration                                          16. 59ELG@A4S >BDB5>4 C9D984K 
17. smooth-acting clutch                                     17. >BAEFDG<DB64A<9 46FB@B5<?9= 

18. silent gearbox                                                  18. B>BAK<FP >B??98:  
19. dependable brakes                                         19. F9IAB?B7<S CDB<;6B8EF69AAOI CDBJ9EEB6 
20. steering system                                               20. EC9J<4?<EFO 

21. an academic program                                    21. @4EEB6B9 CDB<;6B8EF6B 
22. experts                                                              22. E<EF9@4 DG?96B7B GCD46?9A<S 
23. ignition system                                                 23. @4?O= D4EIB8 FBC?<64                                                         
 

&9@4 1.7: «$96B?RJ<S 6 FD4AECBDF9». Air Transports. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 1. Read and translate the text. 

The coming revolution in transportation. 

You ride toward the city at 90 miles an hour, glancing through the morning newspaper 

while your electrically powered car follows its programmed route on an automated "guideway". 

You leave your car at the city's edge - a parklike city without streets - and enter a small plastic 

"people capsule". Inside, you dial your destination on a sequence of numbered buttons and 

settle back. Smoothly, silently, your capsule accelerates to 80 miles an hour. Guided by a 

distant master computer, it slips down into the network of tunnels under the city and takes 

precisely the fastest route to your destination.  

Far-fetched? Not at all. Every element of this fantastic system is already within range of 

our scientists' skills. Indeed, the system utilizes only a few of the exciting new people-moving 

machines that have reached or passed the experimental stage. 

Automated highways - engineers call them guideways - are technically feasible today. 

General Motors successfully demonstrated an electronically controlled guidance system. A wire 

was embedded in the road, and two pick-up coils were installed at the front of a car to sense its 

position in relation of that wire. The coils sent electrical signals to the steering system, to keep 

the vehicle automatically on course. They tested a system that also controlled spacing and 

detected obstacles. It could slow down or stop an overtaking vehicle until the road was clear.  

Other companies are also experimenting with guide ways. In some systems, the car's 

power comes from an electric transmission line built into the road. In others, vehicles would be 

carried on a high speed conveyer, or perhaps in a container.  

Computer-controlled highways will almost surely become a reality, for when the human 

element is removed, vehicles can travel with greater safety at faster speeds, closer together. In 

fact, most experts believe that each lane of automated highway could move the traffic of three or 

four of today's uncontrolled lanes. 

"People Places". And when all this comes true, will we drive into even more nightmarish traffic 

tangles on city streets? The answer to this was found in Sweden. As you stroll across a fountain-dotted 

plaza lined with attractive shops, you don't hear any traffic noise here; this is "a walking plaza", "a people 

place", and the key to its success is the network of tunnels beneath it. Down there, trucks are supplying 

the stores with merchandise, and a subway carry people to and from nearby Stockholm. 

Underground Highways? Most transportation experts don't consider them extravagant at all. 

Improved boring methods laser beams, chemicals, water or flame jets - will make tunneling cheaper. 

Moreover, underground highways are not affected by weather, and they do not provoke the bitter debates 

that have erupted in many cities over the displacement of people by surface construction. 
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Many of the transportation authorities are enthusiastic about Stockholm's "walking plaza" concept. 

The idea is to provide for most of the people's needs in a more concentrated area, so that they have less 

reason to travel outside their own community. 

Still, people must travel to their place of work - which is not necessarily near where they live - and 

this causes an almost universal problem in our cities. Some recent studies point toward solution. For 

example, a bus line picks up passengers practically at their doors (for a monthly charge) and carries them, 

directly to their place of work. In the future, such personalized computer services may be provided by 

mini-buses. One proposal calls for special metal plates connected to a central computer, installed 

throughout a neighborhood. When someone pushes a plate, it signals the computer which orders the 

nearest mini-bus to pick him up. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 2. Answer the following questions.   

1. What will the city of the future look like?  

2. Can you explain what an automated "guide way" mean?  

3. What is a "people capsule"? Is it fantasy?  

4. What is a small computer in the automated autos used for and where is it placed?  

5. What are the advantages of automated highway lanes as compared with uncontrolled lanes?  

6. How did the specialists in Sweden solve the transportation problem in the busy centre of the city?  

7. What are the advantages of the underground highways as compared with the surface highways? 

8. What services may be provided by mini-buses in the future city?  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 3. Unscramble the words.  

edawyugi  ______________________                          

stediotaion  _____________________                  

leuscpa  ________________________           

hielvec _________________________               

vorkepo __________________________                  

ghdoonobrhi  ______________________                          

telericc ___________________________                       

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
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Task 4.  Make the following interrogative.  

1. You leave your car at the city's edge and enter a small plastic "people capsule".  

2. You dial your destination on a sequence of numbered buttons.  

3. Other companies are also experimenting with guide ways. 

4. Vehicles would be carried on a high speed conveyer or in a container. 

5. You don't hear any traffic noise here. 

6. Trucks are supplying the stores with merchandise. 

7. This causes an almost universal problem in our cities. 

8. A bus line picks up passengers practically at their doors. 

9. Personalized computer services may be provided by mini-buses. 

10. The computer orders the nearest mini-bus to pick him up. 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 5. Translate sentences into English.  

1. #DBE@4FD<64S GFD9AARR 74;9FG ______________________________________ 
2. �O BEF46?S9F9 E6BR @4L<AG A4 B>D4<A9 7BDB84 _________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. �BEF<74FP 80 @<?P 6 K4E  ____________________________________________ 
4. #BEO?4FP Q?9>FD<K9E><= E<7A4?  _____________________________________ 
5. #B8;9@AO9 LBEE9 A9 ;46<ESF BF CB7B8O  _______________________________ 
6. 'EF4AB6?9AAO= 6 B>D9EFABEFSI ______________________________________ 
7. #9DEBA4?PAO9 >B@CPRF9DAO9 E?G:5O ________________________________ 

 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 6. Complete the sentences.  

1. You leave your car at the city's edge - a parklike city without streets 3 and  

__________________________________________________________________ 

2. Guided by a distant master computer, it slips ________________________  

3. The system utilizes only_________________________________________ 

4. The coils sent electrical signals to _________________________________  

5. When the human element is removed, vehicles can ____________________  

__________________________________________________________________ 

6. The key to success of "a people place" is  ________________________________ 

Underground highways do not provoke _________________________________ 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 7. 

. З4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE> CD98?B74@< < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>.  

1. After graduating & the college I shall deal & manufacturing cars. 
2. The production & the automobile comprises five phases. 
3. Specialist & automobile industry should develop up-to-date methods & designing cars. 
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4. In producing automobile new types & resistant & corrosion light materials should be used. 

5. All cars undergo a rigid quality control & tests. 
6. The car is put & mass production after laboratory and road tests. 
7. Technicians must know the technology & manufacturing processes & cars. 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

. Task 7 

.  З4>BAK<F9 CD98?B:9A<9, 6O5D46 EBBF69FEF6GRM<= 64D<4AF B>BAK4A<S. 
     

1. An automobile specialist deals with & . 
a. working out technological processes; 

b. constructing and manufacturing cars; 

c. producing new resistant to corrosion light materials. 

 

2. The production of the automobile comprises & .   
a. designing and mass production; 

b. manufacturing and test; 

c. designing and working out technological processes, laboratory and road tests and ,ass 

production.           

   

                3.    The cars are subjected to tests in order ..   

a. to work out new technological processes; 

b. to meet up-to-date requirements; 

c. to shorten the time between designing and manufacturing. 

 

3.  The qualities required of the automobile are & . 
a. high efficiency, long service life, driving safety and pleasant appearance; 

b. smooth acting clutch, silent gearbox, dependable braking and steering systems; 

c. new types of resistant to corrosion materials.   

 

4. The car must have the following units: & . 
a. high efficiency, long service life, driving safety and pleasant appearance; 

b. smooth-acting clutch, silent gearbox, dependable braking and steering systems; 

c. new types of resistant  to corrosion materials. 

 

&9@4 1.8 : «  BS ?R5<@4S @4D>4 @4L<AO». 

      '?@06=5=85 1.    #5@52548B5 480;>3.(:>=B@>;P GB5=8S).      
        �OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB)                    

  Dialogue A 

 

Nick: Hullo, Boris! 

Boris: Hullo, Nick. How are things? 

N.: Perfectly well, thank you. I entered the automobile construction college. 
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B.: That’s nice, what will you become after graduating from the college? 
N.: I’ll become a technician and deal with manufacturing new cars. 
B.: Why did you choose this profession? 

N.: I enjoy learning about a car. I enjoy working with metal. And most of all I enjoy being 

able to construct cars. 

B.: Do you enjoy the course? 

N.: Yes, of course. 

B.: Tell me about your profession in detail, please? 

N.: With great pleasure. As you know an automobile must be safe, have smooth acting 

clutch, silent gears, excellent brakes and steering system. And in order to achieve qualities 

a lot of work must be done. 

B.: Thank you very much for your information. I believe you like your profession very 

much. 

N.: Oh, yes. very much, indeed. 

 

'?@06=5=85 2. �DBK<F4FP 8<4?B7 � . #5@52548B5 480;>3. 
              �OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

                  

                                                  Dialogue B    

 

Anton: Where do you study? 

Boris: I study at the automobile construction college. 

A.: Whom does the college train? 

B.: It trains specialists for the automobile industry. 

A.: Why did you decide to become a technician? 

B.: I enjoy working with machines. I enjoy learning about a car. I understand every part of 

in. 

A.: What can you tell me about the car? 

B.: Well, the car of today must rapid in acceleration in must have dependable clutch, 

brakes, and steering system, be stable on the road and have pleasant appearance. 

A.: Do you enjoy the course? 

B.: Yes, very much. I have learned a lot of things. For example, I know that the 

production of the car comprises five phases. 

A.: What are they? 

B.: They are designing, working out the technology, laboratory tests, road tests, mass 

production. 

A.: And why are laboratory and road tests needed? 

B.: The cars are subjected to tests in order to meet up-to-date demands. 

A.: And what are these demands? 

B.: They are high efficiency, long service life, driving safety, ease of maintenance and so 

on. 

A.: I think you will become an expert in automobile engineering. 

B.: I’ll try. The cooperative plan of an academic program with practice at a plant will help 
me to become a good specialist. 
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�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 3. �4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 8<4?B74 4A7?<=E><9 Q>6<64?9AFO E?98GRM<I DGEE><I E?B6 < 
6OD4:9A<= < ;4C<L<F9 <I:   
'KGEP 6 46FB@B5<?9EFDB<F9?PAB@ >B??98:9, F9IA<>, ?R5?R D45BF4FP E @4L<A4@<, EB6D9@9AAO= 
46FB@B5<?P, A48ё:AO9 FBD@B;4, C?46AB9 EJ9C?9A<9, CD<SFAO= 6A9LA<= 6<8, @4EEB6B9 
CDB<;6B8EF6B 46FB@B5<?9=, EF9A8B6O9 <ECOF4A<S, BF69K4FP EB6D9@9AAO@ FD95B64A<S@, 
A48ё:ABEFP, 5OEFDB D4;7BASFPES (CD<ё@<EFBEFP), CB869D74FPES :ёEF><@ 8BDB:AO@ <ECOF4A<S@. 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 

У?@06=5=85 4. З4>BAK<F9 CD98?B:9A<S, 6O5D46 EBBF69FEF6GRM99 CB E@OE?G B>BAK4A<9. 
1. 
he automobile is made up of & 

 

1. 
 power transmission, running gear, steering 

and braking systems. 

2. 
he engine is & 

 

2. 
he clutch, gearbox, propeller shaft, final 

drive, differential and axle shafts. 

3. 
he engine includes & 

 

3. 
a hood, fenders and accessories. 

4. 
he chassis consists of & 

 

4. 
the engine, the chassis and the body. 

5. 
he power transmission comprises & 

 

5. 
 flame with axles, wheels and springs. 

6. 
he running gear consists of & 

 

6. 
he source of power. 

7. 
he body has & 

 

7. 
uel, cooling, electric and lubricating 

systems. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 5. �4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 4A7?<=E><9 Q>6<64?9AFO CD98?B:9A<= < ;4C<L<F9 <I. 
 

�6FB@B5<?P EBEFB<F <; FD9I BEAB6AOI K4EF9=: 86<74F9?S, L4EE< < >G;B64. 
�6<74F9?P 3 QFB <EFBKA<> QA9D7<<. 
�6<74F9?P 6>?RK49F 6 E95S FBC?<6AGR, BI?4:84RMGR, E@4;O64RMGR < Q?9>FD<K9E>GR 
E<EF9@O. 
,4EE< 6>?RK49F 6 E95S E<?B6GR C9D984KG, IB8B6GR K4EFP, DG?96GR < FBD@B;AGR E<EF9@O. 
%<?B64S C9D984K4 (FD4AE@<EE<S), 6 E6BR BK9D98P, EBEFB<F <; EJ9C?9A<S, >BDB5>< C9D984K, 
>4D84AAB7B 64?4, 7?46AB= C9D984K<, 8<HH9D9AJ<4?4, ;48A97B @BEF4 < CB?GBE9=. 
)B8B64S K4EFP 6>?RK49F 6 E95S D4@G E BES@<, >B?9E4 < D9EEBDO. 
�G;B6 6>?RK49F 6 E95S >4CBF, >DO?PS < 6ECB@B74F9?PAO9 4>E9EEG4DO: BFBC<F9?P, 
EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?<, @47A<FB?G, >BA8<J<BA9D < F.C. 
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'?@06=5=85 6 . �9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>, <ECB?P;GS F9D@<AB?B7<R    
GCD4:A9A<S 1. 

 

During the inlet (intake) stroke the inlet valve opens  and a charge of fuel (mixture) flows into the 

cylinder. 

During the compression stoke the inlet valve is closed and the fuel is compressed by the rising piston. 

During the power stroke both valves are closed, pressure rises in the combustion chamber, and the spark 

ignites the mixture. 

During the exhaust stroke the exhaust valve is opened, pressure is released and the residual gases flow 

into the atmosphere through the exhaust valve.  

 

'?@06=5=85 7. �OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

�DBKF<F9 < C9D9698<F9 F9>E, 4 ;4F9@ EBEF46PF9 6E9 6<8O 6BCDBEB6. 
TEXT 

Principle of Operation of the Four-Stroke Petrol Engine 

 

       The internal combustion engine is called so because fuel is burned directly inside the engine itself. 

Most automobile engines work on a 4-sroke cycle. A cycle is one complete sequence of 4 stroke of the 

piston in the cylinder. The operating cycle of the four-stroke petrol engine includes: inlet stroke (intake 

valve opens), compression stroke (both valves closed), power stroke (both valve closed), exhaust stroke 

(exhaust valve is opened). 

       To describe the complete cycle, let’s assume that the piston is at the top of the stroke ( top dead 
center) and the inlet and the exhaust valves are closed. When the piston moves down the inlet valve 

opens to intake a charge of fuel into the cylinder. This is called the inlet (intake) stroke. On reaching the 

lowest position (bottom dead center) the piston begins to move upward into the closed upper part on the 

rising piston.      

                                                

&9@4 1.9 : «%B6D9@9AAO9 7BDB84 < FD4AECBDF». 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 

Task 1. Read and translate the text 

Moscow metro. 

More than 40 years ago, in June 1931, it was decided to start preparations for the building of the 

Metro in Moscow. In the spring of 1932 the project drawn up by Soviet engineers and architects was 

endorsed. Thousands of young specialists and mine workers, construction workers from the Donbas and 

from Moscow Region, from the Urals, and Dneprostroi went underground into Metro shafts and tunnels. 

In a short time (it was called a record time by the world press) the first line was constructed. More than 

eleven kilometers of track connected the Sokolniki district with the Gorky Park district. There were ten 

stations on this line. The construction work was done in difficult geological conditions, of a kind never 

encountered by European or American Metro builders. 

So this day saw the first section of a double track line 8 miles long put into operation. 
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The Metro was opened on May 15, 1935. Since then building work on the Metro has not stopped 

for a single day. Even at the time when the fascist hordes were near Moscow, the Metro builders 

continued their work. 

After the war the scale of construction increased considerably. The construction of the belt line was 

completed and it connected all the radial routes. The new routes and stations began appearing in new 

housing districts. Some of the lines go overland, across new bridges and aqueducts. 

Moscow's rapidly increasing population, the growth of its industrial enterprises and cultural 

institutions required the capital to have efficient and convenient means for accommodating passenger 

traffic.   

The Soviet people wanted the Metro to be the best in the world. 

There are many stations in the Metro; their surface buildings and underground halls are spacious, 

well ventilated and well lit. They differ widely in architectural design and are decorated with marble, 

bronze, aluminium and glass. The present Metro coaches are much better than the early ones. They are -

considerably lighter in weight, and the seats are soft. Muscovites and the visitors to the city do not have 

to wait long for trains, for the interval between them is always short. "Clever" machines have appeared in 

the Metro recently. An experimental automatic driver conducts trains according to the time-table and 

stops precisely as required. 

The Moscow Metro is developing rapidly. The capital is growing and new Metro lines are being 

constructed every year. 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 

Task 2. Find out all mistakes and write down the right variant. 

1. priperation ___________________ 

2. enjiners  _____________________ 

3. canstryction ___________________ 

4. konditionz  ____________________ 

5. dable    _______________________ 

6. opereition _____________________ 

7. incrised _______________________ 

8. popjulation ____________________ 

9. wentilated   ____________________  

10. avtometic ____________________ 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 3. Make up your own sentences with them. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 4. Transcribe the following words. 

 

building  

architect  

thousands  

region  

encounter  

fascist  
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considerably  

aqueducts  

efficient  

surface  

widely  

interval  

experimental  

precisely  

required  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 5. Match the columns. 

 

1 drawn up a L4IF9DO 

2 mine workers b CDB@OL?9AAO9 CD98CD<SF<S 

3 go overland c 647BAO @9FDB 

4 industrial enterprises d D4;D45BF4AAO= 

5 well lit e CDBIB8<FP A48 CB69DIABEFPR ;9@?< 

6 metro coaches f @D4@BD 

7 marble g IBDBLB BE69M9AAO= 

1 ___, 2 ___, 3 ___, 4 ___, 5 ___, 6 ___, 7 ___. 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB). 

Task 6. Write out all phrases with Passive Voice and transform them into Active Voice. 

1. __________________________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________________________________ 

4. __________________________________________________________________ 

5. __________________________________________________________________ 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 7. Unscramble the words. 

 

1. jtprcoe __________________ 

2. netnul  __________________ 

3. ilne  ____________________ 

4. sionsta __________________ 
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5. actkr  ___________________ 

6. psgensare  _______________ 

7. ouisapc _________________ 

8. zborn ___________________ 

9. atrnsi ___________________ 

10. otsf ____________________ 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 8. Fill in the table. 

 

Infinitive Past Indefinite Participle II Participle I 

 decided   

to build    

  drawn  

to be    

   doing 

 saw   

to open    

  begun  

to grow    

 wanted   

to lit    

   stopping 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Task 9. Answer the questions. 

1. Who was endorsed for building the Moscow Metro? 

2. How much time did it take to construct the first line? 

3. What was the difference between the construction of the European and the Soviet metro? 

4. Did the Moscow Metro stop during the time when the fascists were near Moscow? 

5. What was the reason for the capital to have efficient and convenient means for accommodating 

passenger traffic? 

6. What building materials are used for decorating the Metro nowadays? 

7. What does <clever’ machine mean/ 
8. Do you think that the future is for the underground constructions? Why? 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

Task 10.  Translate into English. 
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1.  O IBF9?<, KFB5O 6O CB>4;4?< A4@ @BE>B6E>B9 @9FDB. 
2. "A< ;A4RF, KFB 6O IBDBL<= EFDB<F9?P. 
3. #4EE4:<DO 6<89?<, >4> CB9;8 CB8BL9? > C?4FHBD@9. 
4. �;69EFAB, KFB ;4?O  BE>B6E>B7B @9FDB IBDBLB BE69M9AO < <@9RF IBDBLGR 69AF<?SJ<R. 
5. ":<84RF, KFB EFDB<F9?PEF6B QFB7B FBAA9?S 5G89F ;4>BAK9AB 6 EDB>. 
 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

 

Task 11.  Read and translate the text. 

 

The power is always transmitted by the cardan shaft to the live back axle. The final drive reduces the 

high speed of the engine to the low speed of the driving wheels. The differential enables the driving 

wheels to turn at different speeds which is necessary when turning the car. The foundation of the 

automobile is the frame to which different chassis units are attached. 

The rear axle is capable of moving up and down about the frame. The rear axle is an important part of the 

transmission. It carries the greater portion of the weight of the car. 

The steering mechanism is designed for changing the direction of the car. 

The brakes are used for stopping the car, for decreasing its speed and for holding the car position. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 1. �4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 BF69FO A4 E?98GRM<9 6BCDBEO. 
1. What main units does the chassis consist of? 

2. Where is the engine located? 

3. Where is the flywheel fixed? 

4. Where is the clutch placed? 

5. What is the gearbox designed for? 

6. By what shaft is the power transmitted to the back axle? 

7. What does the rear axle do? 

8. What is the function of the differential? 

9. What purpose is the steering system designed foe? 

10. What is the function of the brakes? 

 

&5<0 1.10 : «�>@>6=O5 7=0:8». 

'?@06=5=85 1. �O1@0BP A;>20, >1>7=0G0RI85 4>@>6=O5 7=0:8 8 A>AB028BP A =8<8 
?@54;>65=8S. 
 

bottom dead center, intake (inlet) stroke, charge of fuel, internal combustion engine,  combustion,  

combustion chamber,  mixture, compression stroke, operating cycle, connecting rod, petrol engine, 

crankshaft, piston, power stroke, cylinder, diesel engine, pressure, engine, reciprocating movement,  

exhaust stroke,  four-stroke cycle,  residual gas, fuel injection, rotary movement, ignite,  spark 

plug,  top dead center, ignition, stroke,  valve, unit, gear, gearbox, power transmissions, driving wheels, 

tractive effort, shaft, car springs, brakes, axle shaft, running gear, rear axle, steering system, flywheel, 

clutch, friction de@ice, crankshaft,  adjust, flywheel, frame, attach, free travel, gear lever, greater portion 

of the car weight, be capable, breather channel, check, decrease the speed, hold the car position, hold the 

car position, housing, engine crankshaft, in  turn, fastening bolt, incomplete disengagement, fit properly, 
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level,  malfunction, springs, mount, steering system, move up and down, steering wheel, support, power 

transmission, tighten, rear wheels, torque, run out, tractive effort, running gear, travelling speed, self, 

demeshing of gear, trouble,   trunnion cross, universal-joint forks, wash, within the range, driven wheels, 

frame, twist, support, suspension, channel section, body,  weld, longitudinal members,  rivetinsulate, 

rubber pad, unibody construction, cross members, reinforce, rigid, strong, withstand strains, strengthen, 

friction device, pressure disc, connect, hard-wearing material, frictional force, clutch pedal, gearbox, start 

the car, release the engine, at rest, in engage, is disengaged, run idly, cover, thrust bearing, pedal, fix, 

flywheel, friction disc (plate), flywheel, spring, lever,  be at rest, frictional force, car wheels, gear, 

gearbox, hard-wearing material, press down the pedal, clutch, clutch pedal, connect, pressure plate (disc), 

principle of operational, release, run idly, running engine, control, disconnect, disengage, engage, fix, 

flywheel, friction plate (disc), gear, epicyclic(planetary) gearbox, gearbox, ordinary gearing, gearing, 

characteristic feature, road conditions, forward speed, reverse drive, fixed axes, rotate bodily, low gea, 

top gear, axis, sliding-mash gearbox, secure, shifting, axle, constant-mesh gearbox, in direct line, 

assemble, gearbox casing, axis, gearing, get into trouble, axle, lubrication, oil level ,breather channel, 

repair, repairing shop (workshop),disassemble, drain hole, epicyclic (planetary) gearbox, reverse drive, 

shifting, sliding-mesh gearbox, forward speed, gearbox,  stand, thin oil, brakes, force the fluid, 

performance, under pressure, brakes are applied, braking effort, push down one the brake pedal, safety, 

depend ,slow, divide, namely, band brake, shoe brake, brake shoes, brake fluid, drum brakes, disk brakes, 

hydraulic assisted brakes, brake pedal, master cylinder, air brakes, hand brake, band brakes, hydraulic 

brakes, leakage, brake drum, brake fluid, left wheel, brake pedal, master cylinder, brake shoe, mechanical 

brakes, brake are applied, poor, braking effort,  proofnes, common axle,  right wheel, control, sticking, 

disk brakes, tightness, drum brakes, troubles, electric brakes, wheel cylinder,  fluid, foot brakes, force 

(cause),  guide the car, rack and pinion assembly, means of turning, steering wheel, bal joint, steering 

column, leverage,for this purpose,  hose, pivot, steering gear assembly, swing (swang, swung), rack and 

pinion type, steering knuckle arm, recirculating ball steering, tie-rod, in turn, worm and sector, pitman 

arm, injury, steering box, absorb, rack and pinion assembly, air bag, bending, rack and pinion type 

steering gear, Excessive, for this purpose, recirculating ball type steering gear, guide the car, steering 

box, hydraulic pump, steering column, steering knuckle arm, eakage, steering wheell, lever, swing 

(swang, swung), leverage, tie-rod,linkage, worm and sector type, means of turning, pitman arm, pitman 

shaft, pivot, invent, integrated circuit, a breaker point ignition, semiconductor, silicon, advanced, until, 

fire the spark plug, specific sequence, meet emission control levels, permanent memory, ROM-read only 

memory, gas mileage, RAM-random only memory, smooth operation, onboard computer system, 

PROM-programmable read only, provide ,memory, hardware, software, trouble code, CPU-Central 

Processing Unit, expensive, adaptive memory, access, meet emission control levels, adaptive memory, 

adjustment, on-board computer system, breaker, permanent memory, breaker point ignition, PROM-

Programmable Read Only Memory, carry a program, RAM-Random Access Memory, capacitor, 

defective, due to, semiconductor, engine wear, entral Processing Unit (SPU), eraser, fall, silicon,fire the 

spark plug, since, spark plugs, gas mileage, specific sequence,hardware, the ability to learn,heat, 

however, tiny chip, ignition, trouble codes, integrated circuit, invent, light,                                               

                                                  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 2. Read and translate the following word combinations into Russian.  
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1. Profession of civil engineer_______________________________________ 

2. Branches of civil engineering _____________________________________ 

3. Utilization of materials and forces of nature________________________ 

4. To protect oneself against the elements _____________________________ 

5. Civil engineering_______________________________________________ 

6. Mechanical engineering _________________________________________ 

7. Electrical engineering __________________________________________ 

8. Nuclear engineering ___________________________________________ 

9. Mining engineering____________________________________________ 

10. Military engineering ___________________________________________ 

11. Marine engineering____________________________________________ 

12. Sanitary engineering ___________________________________________ 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 '?@06=5=85 3. Read and translate the text.  

                                                                         Civil Engineering 

The word "engineering" means the art of designing, constructing, or using engines. But this word is now 

applied in a more extended sense. It is applied also to the art of executing such works as the objects of civil 

and military architecture, in which engines or other mechanical appliances are used. Engineering is divided into 

many branches. The most important of them are: civil, mechanical, electrical, nuclear, mining, military, marine, 

and sanitary engineering. While the definition "civil engineering" dates back only two centuries, the 

profession of civil engineer is as old as civilized life. 

In order to understand clearly what civil engineering constitutes, let us consider briefly the development 

of different branches of engineering. Some forms of building and utilization of the materials and forces of nature 

have always been necessary for man. Man had to protect himself against the elements and sustain himself in the 

conflict with nature. 

Up to about the middle of the 18th century there were two main branches of engineering - civil and 

military. The former included all those branches of the constructive art not directly connected with military 

operations and the construction of fortifications, while military engineering concerned itself with the application 

of science and the utilization of building materials in the art of war. But later there came a remarkable series of 

mechanical inventions, great discoveries in electrical science and atomic energy. It led to the differentiation of 

mechanical, electrical, nuclear engineering, etc.  

Architecture, which up to the 18th century had been considered a branch of engineering had become a 

profession by itself. The term "civil engineering" has therefore two distinct meanings. In the widest and oldest 

sense it includes all non-military branches of engineering as it did two centuries ago. But in its narrower and at the 

present day more correct sense civil engineering includes mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 

metallurgical, and mining engineering.  

 �OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85  4. Answer the following questions.   
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1. What are the main branches of engineering?  

2. What is civil engineering?  

3. How old is the profession of civil engineer? 

4. What are the fields of civil engineering? 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 5. 

Put these items of the plan in the order according to the content of the text above. 

1. Two main branches of engineering. 

2. The age of the profession of civil engineer. 

3. The meaning of the word <engineering=. 
4. The widest and oldest sense of the term <civil engineering=. 
5. The consequences of inventions and discoveries. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 6. 

Use these clichés to retell the text. 

I’m going to retell&&. 

In the beginning of&&  

I’ve known that&& 

It was interesting to know that&&.. 

Speaking of&.. it turned out that&&& 

The fact that &&& was new for me.......... 

It goes without saying that .......... 

Moreover (Furthermore)............... 

To sum up ................... 

In conclusion .................. 

However .................. 

&9@4 1.11 : «�6FB@B5<?P A4 CDB>4F». 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 1 . Read and translate the following word combinations into Russian.   

Profession of civil engineer_______________________________________ 

Branches of civil engineering _____________________________________ 

Utilization of materials and forces of nature________________________ 

To protect oneself against the elements _____________________________ 
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Civil engineering_______________________________________________ 

Mechanical engineering _________________________________________ 

Electrical engineering __________________________________________ 

Nuclear engineering ___________________________________________ 

Mining engineering____________________________________________ 

Military engineering ___________________________________________ 

Marine engineering____________________________________________ 

Sanitary engineering ___________________________________________ 

 

'?@06=5=85 2. �O1@0BP A;>20, >1>7=0G0RI85 E0@0:B5@8AB8:8 02B><>18;59 8 8E 70?G0AB8 8 
A>AB028BP A =8<8 ?@54;>65=8S. 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

tie-rod, in turn, worm and sector, pitman arm, injury, steering box, absorb, rack and pinion assembly, air 

bag, bending, rack and pinion type steering gear, Excessive, for this purpose, recirculating ball type 

steering gear, guide the car, steering box, hydraulic pump, steering column, steering knuckle arm, 

eakage, steering wheell, lever, swing (swang, swung), leverage, tie-rod,linkage, worm and sector type, 

means of turning, pitman arm, pitman shaft, pivot, invent, integrated circuit, a breaker point ignition, 

semiconductor, silicon, advanced, until, fire the spark plug, specific sequence, meet emission control 

levels, permanent memory, ROM-read only memory, gas mileage, RAM-random only memory, smooth 

operation, onboard computer system, PROM-programmable read only, provide ,memory, hardware, 

software, trouble code, CPU-Central Processing Unit, expensive, adaptive memory, access, meet 

emission control levels, adaptive memory, adjustment, on-board computer system, breaker, permanent 

memory, breaker point ignition, PROM-Programmable Read Only Memory, carry a program, RAM-

Random Access Memory, capacitor, defective, due to, semiconductor, engine wear, entral Processing 

Unit (SPU), eraser, fall, silicon,fire the spark plug, since, spark plugs, gas mileage, specific 

sequence,hardware, the ability to learn,heat, however, tiny chip, ignition, trouble codes, integrated 

circuit, invent, light,                                               

                        

                            

&5<0 1.12: «�84O B@0=A?>@B0». 

'?@06=5=85 1.  

Read and translate the text.  

  AIR TRANSPORT 

1.Modern air transport using craft which is heavier than air requires a good deal of power merely to stay 

in the air.It is for this reason that air transport uses more fuel to carry a ton over a distance of a mile 

than iand or water transport.Another drawback of air transport is that whereas a ship,truck or train 

whose engines break down can stop until they are mendend,an aircraft with the same trouble must 

land.This means that an aircraft must have several engines and this increases its cost.Safety precautios 

for air transport also tend to make it expensive.It cannot be relied upon for regular services in places or 

seasons with low clouds and mist.The great advantage of air transport being its high speed,all civilized 

countries try to develop it.If you want to save time,you will naturally fly by air. 
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2.Balloons.The earliest form of air transport was balloons,which are sometimes called «Free 
balloons»because having no engines they are forced to drift by the wind flow.This fact alone makes 

balloons not reliable enough for carrying people.If they were safer,they would be used more for 

obtaining information about the upper atmosphere,its density.and other scientific subject.Wheather 

balloons are particularly used by meteorologists.They carry instruments whose readings are 

automatically sent back to the ground by the radio,the position of the balloon being obtained by 

radar.Small balloons released from air-Fields are observed to obtain the direction and strength of the 

wind. 

3. Aeroplanes. The heavier-than-air machines called aeroplanes were rather slow in being adopted for 

transport. The first aeroplane flight was made in 1884. 

  World War I quickened the development of aeroplanes enormously. By 1918 they were no longer 

unreliable things capable of only shot flights, but powerful machines able to carry heavy loads at high 

speeds for long distances. What was more, the ending of the war meant that thousands of aeroplanes and 

skilled pilots were available. 

  The first aeroplanes were machines that had been used as bombers. They were quickly converted for 

use by passengers by fitting extra seats and windows. The first regular public air service from London to 

Paris was started in August. 

4. During World War II the value of aeroplanes for carrying heavy loads was recognized. This led after 

the war to an increase in the practice of sending goods by air. Air freight is expensive but is often 

thought worth while for such goods as early vegetables, fruit and flowers, as well as for things urgently 

needed such as spare parts for machinery, medical supplies, films and photographs. Some parts of the 

world are hundreds of miles from a road, railway or waterway, and air transport is the only possible 

kind of transport. Such places are kept supplied wholly by air. 

5. After World War II, bigger and faster airliners were introduced. Jet-propelled aircraft were first used 

in 1950. Air transport is very valuable for carrying passangers is carrying mail. If the letters are sent by 

air transport besides carrying passangers is carrying mail. If the letters are sent by air mail, they are not 

long in coming. Although  it is unlikely that aircraft will ever replace ships for carrying heavy and bulky 

cargoes such as oil, coal, minerals, grain and machinery, air transport is already proving a serious rival 

to passenger ships on some routes. 

6.Helicopters and Hovercraft. Modern air transport using craft which is heavier than air requires a 

good deal of power merely to stay in the air.It is for this reason that air transport uses more fuel to carry 

a ton over a distance of a mile than iand or water transport.Another drawback of air transport is that 

whereas a ship,truck or train whose engines break down can stop until they are mendend,an aircraft with 

the same trouble must land.This means that an aircraft must have several engines and this increases its 

cost.Safety precautios for air transport also tend to make it expensive.It cannot be relied upon for 

regular services in places or seasons with low clouds and mist.The great advantage of air transport 

being its high speed,all civilized countries try to develop it.If you want to save time,you will naturally fly 

by air. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
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'?@06=5=85 2. 

  �4=8<F9 < 6OC<L<F9 <; F9>EF4 E?B64, BFABESM<9ES: 
4) > CDB<;6B8EF6G 46FB@B5<?S; 
5) > I4D4>F9D<EF<>4@ 46FB@B5<?S. 
�4=F9 <I DGEE><9 Q>6<64?9AFO. 

 

'?@06=5=85 3. �4=8<F9 6 F9>EF9 BF69FO A4 6BCDBEO: 
1. What department do you study at? 

2. What will you become after graduating from the college? 

3. What should automobile specialists know? 

4. What phases does the production of the automobile comprise? 

5. What requirements must modern automobile meet? 

6. Why are automobile units and mechanisms subjected to laboratory and road tests? 

7. What qualities are required of the automobile? 

8. Why are computers used in cars? 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 

'?@06=5=85 4. З4CB?A<F9 CDBCGE> CD98?B74@< < C9D9698<F9 CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>.  

8. After graduating & the college I shall deal & manufacturing cars. 
9. The production & the automobile comprises five phases. 

10. Specialist & automobile industry should develop up-to-date methods & designing cars. 
11. In producing automobile new types & resistant & corrosion light materials should be used. 
12. All cars undergo a rigid quality control & tests. 
13. The car is put & mass production after laboratory and road tests. 

14. Technicians must know the technology & manufacturing processes & cars. 
 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

'?@06=5=85 5. Read and translate the text.  

 

                                      LONDON AIROPORT SERVES THE WORD 

1. Why is a airport like a town?  

If you have travelled by plane (we also say «by air» ),you will probably agree that travelling by plane is very 
experience. An airport is so different from a railway station or a bus stop, the people you meet and the things you see 

are very interesting and new. What is more, a big airport is like a town – with its own shops, banks and police.  

2. How do the passengers approach the centre of the airport? 

London airport is one of  the most modern in the world today and is a popular visiting place for both old and young. 

The airport covers over four square miles, and the road round it is 13 miles long. The airport has five main runways: 

the longest is 12,000 feet. The total number of people who work at the airport is nearly 36,000. London airport is one 

of the busiest in the world- more than 50 airlines operate from it every week. Every day of the week in the summer, 

over 800 planes land of take off. 
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London airport is unique in its layout. All passenger and control buildings are in the centre of the airport. The only 

way for passengers to approach these buildings is by a tunnel which has been constructed under the main runways.  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 2.  Put a question tag. 

1. The bridge must withstand natural occurrences that include weathering, earthquakes, strong 

winds, ________________? 

2. The main feature that controls the bridge type is the size of the obstacle, _______ 

__________? 

3. The greatest bridge builders of antiquity were the ancient Romans, ___________? 

4. Cement reduced the variation of strength found in natural stone, _____________? 

5. Since 1779 most bridges began to be built of cast and wrought iron, _____________? 

6. Robert Stephenson designed and built a bridge of this type across Menai Strait, 

________________? 

7. During the 18th century there were many innovations in the design of timber, 

_________________? 

8. Iron did not have the tensile strength to support large loads, ___________? 

9. Steel has a high tensile strength, ______________? 

 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 3. Translate the following words. 

1 ravine  14 fiber  

2 obstacle  15 rope  

3 withstand  16 mortar  

4 span  17 suspension  

5 log  18 crude  

6 plank  19 pier  

7 ubiquitous  20 rot  

8 crossbeam  21 wrought iron  

9 reed  22 cast iron  

10 bamboo poles  23 tensile  
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11 cavern  24 truss system  

12 deciduous  25 lashing  

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 4. Match the parts of word combinations. 

1 railroad  a weight 

2 to support  b a plank 

3 natural  c civilization 

4 to lay  d track 

5 to cross  e bridges 

6 mortar  f caverns 

7 Inca  g occurrences 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 5. Make up your own sentences with them. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 6. Write out from the text above the events which took place in the indicated period of time. 

1. The Roman era 

2. The Middle Ages 

3. Since 1779 

4. The Industrial Revolution 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 7.  Answer the following questions.   

1. What is a bridge by definition? 

2. Why must bridges be strong enough? 

3. Were bridges a natural part of antique people’s life? 
4. Why were the Romans different in building bridges? 

5. What civilization used rope bridges? 

6. What were Darby's bridges made of? 

7. Was low tensile strength of cast iron for bridges advantage or disadvantage? 

8. Did iron have the tensile strength to support large loads during the Industrial Revolution? 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 
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Task 8. Fill in the blanks using the words below. 

Romans, obstacle, humans, century, wooden, wet, cement, stone, plank, feature, timber, bridges, many, 

ancient. 

1. __________are structures built over a river, railroad track, road etc. 

2. They laid a ___________ or log down over a stream to keep from getting ___________. 

3. The main ____________ that controls the bridge is the size of the _________. 

4. In _________ times the first bridges made by ________ were probably spans of ____________ 

logs. 

5. The ___________ also used ___________, which reduced the variation of strength found in 

natural ____________. 

6. During the 18th ____________ there were ____________ innovations in the design of 

____________ bridges by Hans Ulrich and others. 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Task 9. Read the text again. Entitle each part 

&5<0 1.13 : �0?@5I0RI85 7=0:8. 

pinion assembly, means of turning, steering wheel, bal joint, steering column, leverage,for this purpose,  

hose, pivot, steering gear assembly, swing (swang, swung), rack and pinion type, steering knuckle arm, 

recirculating ball steering, tie-rod, in turn, worm and sector, pitman arm, injury, steering box, absorb, 

rack and pinion assembly, air bag, bending, rack and pinion type steering gear, Excessive, for this 

purpose, recirculating ball type steering gear, guide the car, steering box, hydraulic pump, steering 

column, steering knuckle arm, eakage, steering wheell, lever, swing (swang, swung), leverage, tie-

rod,linkage, worm and sector type, means of turning, pitman arm, pitman shaft, pivot, invent, integrated 

circuit, a breaker point ignition, semiconductor, silicon, advanced, until, fire the spark plug, specific 

sequence, meet emission control levels, permanent memory, ROM-read only memory, gas mileage, 

RAM-random only memory, smooth operation, onboard computer system, PROM-programmable read 

only, provide ,memory, hardware, software, trouble code, CPU-Central Processing Unit, expensive, 

adaptive memory, access, meet emission control levels, adaptive memory, adjustment, on-board 

computer system, breaker, permanent memory, breaker point ignition, PROM-Programmable Read Only 

Memory, carry a program, RAM-Random Access Memory, capacitor, defective, due to, semiconductor, 

engine wear, entral Processing Unit (SPU), eraser, fall, silicon,fire the spark plug, since, spark plugs, gas 

mileage, specific sequence,hardware, the ability to learn,heat, however, tiny chip, ignition, trouble codes, 

integrated circuit, invent, light,                                               

                        

&5<0 1.14: «#>;CG5=85 ;8F5=788 =0 ?@02> ?@>406 02B>B@0=A?>@B0 

 

&5<0 1.15 «#@028B5;8 $>AA88»; «%8AB5<0 3>AC40@AB25==>3> C?@02;5=8S» 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

 Try to identify the meaning of the following notions. Match the words with their definitions. 
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#>?OB09B5AP >?@545;8BP 7=0G5=85 A;54CRI8E ?>=SB89. %>>B=5A8B5 A;>20 A 8E 
>?@545;5=8S<8. 

an absolute monarch 

a dictator 

a constitutional monarch 

monarchy 

the royal family 

anti-monarchical 

 

 

a system of government by a 

monarch 

in opposition to monarchy 

a ruler who has total power 

over his country and who 

ruthlessly (:9EFB>B) rules his 

country 

a monarch who has unlimited 

power 

a monarch whose power is 

limited by a constitution 

the family of a king or queen 

 

&5<0 1.16 «  5=546<5=B 8 <5=5465@O»;  «'AB@>9AB2> =0 @01>BC» 

�OCB?A9A<9 BJ9ABKAB7B ;484A<S (C<EP@9AAB) 

Make the translation of these texts and do tasks to them. 

#5@52548B5 A;54CRI85 B5:ABO 8 2O?>;=8B5 7040=8S : =8< ?> 20@80=B0<                                              

                                                                     Text 1 

1. To begin your job search, you must identify the kind of job you want, where the jobs are and what 

employers expect. 

2. If you are a student or a graduate of a vocational, technical or professional (university) training 

programme and you have the same interests, you already know the kind of job you want. 

3. Begin by thinking about the work you can do. Include the work you have been trained to do, work 

you have actually done and work you enjoy doing. 

4. Next, talk to as many people as possible about your job interests and concerns. 

5. Thinking and talking help you build a network of people interested in helping you. 

6. This network will lead to specific job contacts. 

7. However job counseling is also useful. 

8. Job counseling is a professional service that may include vocational interest and aptitude testing; 

informing and advising about particular jobs; and providing training and guidance in the various 

steps at a job search. 

 

1. Find in the text the equivalents of the following word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 
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#B<E>< D45BFO, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB9 GK95AB9 ;46989A<9, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 >BAF4>FO, E?G:54 
FDG8BGEFDB=EF64, CDB69D>4 CDBH9EE<BA4?PAB= CD<7B8ABEF< < <AF9D9EB6, B5GK9A<9 < DG>B6B8EF6B. 

2. Answer the questions. 

"B25BPB5 =0 2>?@>AO. 

1. What must you do to begin your job search? 

2. What must you include when thinking about the work you can do? 

3. How can you build a network of people interested in helping you? 

4. What is job counseling? 

5. Does it provide training and guidance? 

 

                                                    Text 2 

1. Employers want to select employees who have or who can learn the skills necessary to do the job. 

2. Most employers will not hire people who are not dependable or who cannot get along with others. 

3. Thus, they want to learn as much as possible about the skills, dependability and personal 

characteristics of prospective employees. 

4. Depending on the job you are applying for, you might have to complete an application form, 

participate in one or more employment interviews, submit a resume, take a test, have a physical 

examination or submit references, samples of your work and copies of your school records. 

5. Each of these steps in the employment process provides the employer with important information 

about you. 

 

3. Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2 8 A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 

#D98CD<A<@4F9?<, D45BFA<><, A46O><, BF5BD D45BFA<>4 (A48ё:ABEFP D45BFA<>4), ?<KAO9 
>4K9EF64, CD9F9A8B64FP A4 (D45BFG), E84FP Q>;4@9A, CDB=F< @98<J<AE>B9 B5E?98B64A<9, 
CD98EF46<FP D9;R@9 < D9>B@9A84J<<. 

4. Which statements are correct? 

�0:85 CB25@645=8S ?@028;P=O5? 

1. Employers want to select only such employees who already have the necessary skills. 

2. Most employers will hire only dependable people. 

3. Employers want to learn all except your personal characteristics. 

4. You might have to take a test when applying for a job. 

5. You are never requested to submit references or school records. 

 

                                                         Text 3 

1. Many people believe that answering newspaper want ads is the best method to use. 

2. Job advertisements are found in the classified advertising section of newspapers. 

3. Want ads are also found in professional journals. 

4. There are two main types of want ads: <Help wanted= and <Jobs wanted=. 
You should read want ads for two reasons: first, to learn more general information about jobs that 

are available; second, to learn specific information about a particular job that is of interest to you. 
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5. An ad may tell the education and work experience that are required for the job, the location of the 

job, the working hours and the pay.  

6. It also tells you how to apply for the particular job. 

7. Avoid ads that make unrealistic offers. 

8. If an ad suggests that you will make a lot of money quickly and easily, do not apply for that job. 

 

5  Find in the text the equivalents of the following words and word combinations. 

!0948B5 2 B5:AB5 Q:2820;5=BO A;54CRI8E A;>2 8 A;>2>A>G5B0=89. 

"5NS6?9A<9, CB8IB8SM4S D45BF4, CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO9 :GDA4?O, B5NS6?9A<9 B CD<ё@9 A4 D45BFG, 
«&D95GRFES A4 D45BFG», «�MG D45BFG», CDBH9EE<BA4?PAO= BCOF, @9EFBA4IB:89A<9 H<D@O, 
D45BK<= 89AP, BC?4F4, A9D94?PAO9 CD98?B:9A<S, ;4D45BF4FP @AB7B 89A97. 

6. Say in a few words, what documents you must prepare bofore applying for a job. 

%:068B5 2 =5A:>;P:8E A;>20E, :0:85 4>:C<5=BO =5>1E>48<O ?@8 ?@8ё<5 =0 
@01>BC. 

                   (>=4O >F5=>G=OE A@54AB2 4;S ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88  
 

 

 

 

 

     $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (2 >GDE, 3-4 E9@9EFDO) 

 

     $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (3 >GDE, 5-6 E9@9EFDO) 
 

     $4;89?O 8<EJ<C?<AO "�%1.03 �ABEFD4AAO= S;O> (4 >GDE, 7-8 E9@9EFDO) 
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&�%& № 1 
 

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /: 6 �А�А!��. 15   �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 5 %� �%&$. 

 

 

1. �O15@8B5 >48= 20@80=B ?5@52>40 

1. EJ9C?9A<9 

a. to power plant 

b. to reduce 

c. frame 

2. E<?B64S C9D984K4 

a. estimate 

b. chassis 

c. account 

3. >B?ёE4 

a. to drive 

b. gearbox  

c. power train 

4. IB8B64S K4EFP 

a. clutch 

b. private 

c. fuel system 

5. FBD@B;4 

a. breaks 

b. product mix 

c. goods mix 

 

 

 

&�%& № 2 
 

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /: 11 �А�А!��. 30  �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 5 %� �%&$. 
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1. What parts does the auto &&? 

a. have 

b. give up 

c. pick up 

2. Is  it &.of? 

a. made up 

b. call back 

c. look up 

3. Can you & a car? 

a. give up 

b. put on 

c. drive 

4. I’m sorry about that. I’m glad you’re still there. We must have been&&&&&..for a moment. 

a. get off 

b. cut off 

c. take off 

       5. What system does the engine 

a. include 

b. call back 

c. put on 

      6.Could you &&&&..for a moment, I’ll just find out for you. 

a. hold on 

b. hang up 

c. take in 

7. You’ll never get New York at this time of day. If I were you, I’d&&&.. . 

a. hang on 

b. hang up 

c. get through 

       8. What units does the body &..? 

   a. comprise 

    b. be over 

    c. be through 
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      9. Mechanism which is & to stop the car. 

     a. used 

     b. go 

     c. drive 

      10. Which mechanism &. the car wheels? 

       a. engages 

       b. disengages 

       c. cut 

      11. What &.. the body ? 

       a. has 

       b. have 

       c. had 

 

 

 

 

&�%& № 3 

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /: 6 �А�А!��. 15  �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 5 %� �%&$. 

 

 

 

 

1. �O15@8B5 >48= ?@028;P=O9 20@80=B 

1. A lot of interesting people ______ to me in the past few days. 

a. has meet 

b. have been met 

c. has been met 

2. The car _____already _______ up by my brother twice this month. 

a. has been fixed 

b. have been fixed 

c. has fixed 

3. A new job ____just _____ for him. 

a. has been found 

b. have been found 
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c. has found 

4. Two cars____ by this client since last year. 

a. have been bought 

b. have bought 

 c. has been bought 

 

5. ______ the car ever _____ by yourself? 

a. have repaired 

b. has been repaired 

c. have been repaired 

 

6. The rear axle_____ never _________ by the  driver in time. 

a. haven’t lubricated  

b. have lubricated  

c. has lubricated  

 

 

 

 

 

&5AB № 4   

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /: 15 �А�А!��. 15  �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 6 %� �%&$. 

 

 

1. �O15@8B5 >48= 20@80=B ?5@52>40 

1. BCBD4 

a. jack 

b. hook 

c. jib 

2. DG?P 

a. refuse lorry 

b. turn 

c. fuel 

3. EJ9C?9A<9 

a. hood 
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b. frame 

c. fenders 

4. E<EF9@4 BI?4:89A<S 

a. cooling system 

b. good 

c. thing 

5. >BDB5>4 C9D984K 

a. running gear 

b. taxi 

c. task 

6. CB?GBE< 

a. purchase 

b.  rear axle 

c. importance 

7. EF9>?BBK<EF<F9?< 

a. steering system 

b. doubt 

c. debt 

8. FBD@B;AB= 8<E> 

a. profit 

b. disk brake 

c. share 

9. ;48ASS H4D4 

a. rear light 

b. stockholder 

c. visor 

10. 7?GL<F9?P 

a. silencer 

b. buble 

c. investing 

11. 86<74F9?P 

a. size 

b. engine 

c. price 

12. H4D4 
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a. sum 

b. headlight 

c. stand 

13. >BCBF 

a. action 

b. hood 

c. share 

14. >?4C4A 

a. valve 

b. book 

c. enterprise 

15. 4@BDF<;4FBD 

a. shock absorber 

b. share 

c. heater 

&5AB № 5 

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /:  8 �А�А!��. 20   �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 6 %� �%&$. 

 

�O15@8B5 ?@028;P=O9 20@80=B 

1. sport car 

a. 8:<C 

b. 7DG;B6<> 

c. ECBDF<6A4S @4L<A4 

2.   Brake pedal 

a. C984?P FBD@B;4 

b. C<>4C 

c. BI?4:89A<9 

 3.carburetor 

 a.>4D5RD4FBD 

b. EFB?>AB69A<9 

c. 8<;9?P 

4. coil 

a. >4FGL>4 ;4:<74A<S 

b. C9D9>DёEFB> 
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c. CD<J9C 

5.hose 

a. L?4A7 

b. H4D4 

c. >B??9>FBD 

6. Idle 

a. IB?BEFB= IB8 

b. GDB69AP 

c. GCD6?9A<9 

7.fun motor 

a. @BFBD 69AF<?SFBD4 

b. E69K4 A4>4?<64A<S 

c. ;4E?BA>4 

8. lock 

a.5?B><DB6>4 

b. 79A9D4FBD  

c. 84FK<> 

 

&5AB № 6  

�"��Ч�%&�" &�%&"�Ы) �А�А!�� � �$� /: 9 �А�А!��. 25   �!'&. 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 6 %� �%&$. 

 

 

�O15@8B5 >48= 20@80=B, GB>1O 4>?>;=8BP ?@54;>65=8S 

1. The fuel is& of tubing with fittings. 

a) made 

b) spend 

c) test 

1.In 1825 a steam engine was & in Great Britain. 

a) built 

b) had built 

c) involved 

2.At the meeting they&&&&.for the new director. 

a) involve 

b) vote 
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c) had 

3.There is no hope of getting the&&&&&& 

a) loss 

b) profit 

c) accounting 

4.Any company always&&&.a lawyer. 

a) need 

b)may 

c) to be 

    6. What type of carburetor is & a downdraft one. 

a) can 

b) called 

c) will give 

7.The corporation&&&. act like a person. 

a) may 

b) were to 

c) are to 

5. They &&&.. to combine their resources. 

a) have 

b) has 

c) will 

9. I &&& obtain loan from your company. 

a) could 

b) might 

c) am 

10. what does each barrel of the duel carburetor. 

a) must 

b) have 

c) could 

 

&5AB № 7 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 7 %� �%&$. 

 

�O59D<F9 B8<A 64D<4AF, KFB5O 8BCB?A<FP CD98?B:9A<S. 

1. The fuel is& of tubing with fittings. 
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a) made 

b) spend 

c) test 

5.In 1825 a steam engine was & in Great Britain. 

a) built 

b) had built 

c) involved 

6.At the meeting they&&&&.for the new director. 

a) involve 

b) vote 

c) had 

7.There is no hope of getting the&&&&&& 

a) loss 

b) profit 

c) accounting 

8.Any company always&&&.a lawyer. 

a) need 

b)may 

c) to be 

    6. What type of carburetor is & a downdraft one. 

a) can 

b) called 

c) will give 

7.The corporation&&&. act like a person. 

a) may 

b) were to 

c) are to 

6. They &&&.. to combine their resources. 

a) have 

b) has 

c) will 

9. I &&& obtain loan from your company. 

a) could 

b) might 

c) am 
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10.. what does each barrel of the duel carburetor. 

a) must 

b) have 

c) could 

 

. 

 

 

&5AB № 8 

&�#: �&"�"�Ы� �"!&$"��$'.Щ�� �А 8  %� �%&$ 

 

 

�>=B@>;P=0S @01>B0 ?@54AB02;5=0 2 2845 <FB7B6B7B ?9>E<>B-7D4@@4F<K9E>B7B F9EF4 E 
;484A<S@<, FD95GRM<@< 6O5D4FP CD46<?PAO= 64D<4AF <; CD98?B:9AAOI < C9D969EF< 
CD98?B:9A<S A4 DGEE><= S;O>. 

 

 

�O15@8B5 ?@028;P=O9 >B25B. 

 

 

1. Her&&.as a dancer came to an end when she broke her leg. 
a) profession;            b)job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

2. My father has been unable to find a&&&& for the past two years. 

a) profession;             b) job;            c) career;          d) occupation 

3. You must write your name, age and&&&.on the application forms. 

a) profession;             b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

4. John is a doctor by&&&&and has his own practice in London. 

a) profession;              b) job;             c) career;          d) occupation 

5. My parents were a great&&&&&&.to me when I lost my job. 

a) confidence;              b) mature;        c) support;       d) courage 

6. The contacts I had, helped me&&&&when I was looking for a job. 
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a) get my foot at the door;     b) novice;    c) face;       d) socialize 

7. Salespeople need to be&&&..to get people to buy their products. 

a) persuasive;              b) brave;        c) creative;           d) patient 

8. Teachers need to be very&&&&as students sometimes take a long time to learn things. 

a) intelligent;                b) polite;              c) patient;            d) friendly 

9. Surgeons must be very&&&&.as they should not make mistakes in their work. 

a) intelligent;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                d) friendly 

10. Judges should be&&&..and give all the evidence equal consideration. 

a) persuasive;                  b) accurate;           c) fair;                 d) intelligent 

11. &&&..work in places from which you can buy books. 

a) librarians;                      b) booksellers;     c) publisher;     d) editor 

12. &&&..uses scientific knowledge to develop machines. 

a) firefighter;                  b) mechanic;             c) engineer;     d)lifeguard 

13. I was made&&&..when the company closed down. 

a) fired;               b) redundant;                  c) hired;            d) trained 

14. If you want&&&&&for the job you should write to the company. 

a) appoint;            b) apply;                c) employ;              d) be on probation 

15. Ann is very&&&.worker, I can always depend on her if I want something on time. 

a) helpful;             b) persistent;           c) selfish;            d) reliable 

16. Seb is a(n)&&&..person, he always sees positive side of even the most difficult 

situation. 

a) selfish;              b) generous;              c) optimistic;      d) stubborn 

17. Mary is very&&&..; when I have a lot of work to do. 

a) helpful;               b) impatient;              c) generous;        d) stubborn 

18.She&&&&.for a job as a nanny in Madrid. 

a) looks;                  b) is looking;              c) to look;          d) has been looking 

19. He usually&&&&his office at 6.00 p.m. 

a) leaves;                  b) is leaving;       c) has left;                d) leaved 
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20. Please bring a copy of your&&&.when you come from your interview. 

a) CV;              b) application form;   c) advertising;      d) section of newspaper  

 

 

 

          

    

 

 

�;RG8 : 7040=8S<: 

 

&5AB №1: 

1. a 

2.b 

3.- 

4.a 

5.a 

 

&5AB №2: 

1.a 

2.a 

3.c 

4.a 

5.c 

6.c 

7.b 

8.b 

9.a 

10.a 

11.a 

 

&5AB №3:  

1.b 
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2.a 

3.a 

4.a 

5.b 

6.c 

 

 

 

&5AB № 4:  

1.b 

2.b 

3.a 

4.a 

5.a 

6.b 

7. a 

8.b 

9.a 

10.a 

11.b 

12.b 

13.b 

14.a 

15.a 

 

 

 

 

&5AB № 5: 

1.c 

2.a 

3.a 

4.a 

5.a 

6.b 
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7.a 

8.a 

 

 

 

&5AB № 6: 

1.a 

2.c 

3.b 

4.b 

5.a 

6.b 

7.a 

 

8.a 

 

9.a 

 

10.b 

 

&5AB № 7:  

&9EF<DB64A<9 CDBIB8<F 6 6<89 C9D96B84 EC9J<4?<;<DB64AAB7B F9>EFB6. 

  

1. Technical characteristics 

Car LADA Granta Cup 

Curb weight (Kg) 1080 

Engine VAZ 21126 

Displacement (cu. Cm) 1600 (turbo) 

Power (hp) 300/6 000-6 500 rev / min 

Torque (Nm) 300/3 500-4 000 rev / min 

Acceleration to 100 km / h 5.5 seconds 

Transmission 

Adhesion of metal - ceramic, AP Racing Carbone Clutch 

Transmission, 6-speed sequential 

Steering hydraulic c 

Brake system 

Front ventilated disc, the outer diameter of 343 mm, 

caliper 4-piston AP-Racing. 

Rear disc, 

Caliper 2-piston AP-Racing. 

KW Suspension 

The front independent type "McPherson" 

Rear independent type "McPherson" 

Wheels 
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Wheels 9J x 17 

235/602 R17 tires 

 

2. Specifications car LADA Granta Sport 

Curb weight (kg) 1160 

Special aerodynamic exterior 

Granta Sport Kit 

Certified Interior racing 

roll cage, fire suppression system, 
sports seats, steering wheel, gear knob, 

pedals 

Engine VAZ 21126 

Displacement (cu. Cm) 1600 

Power (hp) 118/5 900 rev / min 

Torque (Nm) 160/4 500 rev / min 

Acceleration to 100 km / h 9.5 seconds 

Transmission 
Coupling series 

Transmission 5-speed Sport 

Steering hydraulic c 

Brake system 
Front ventilated disc 

Rear disc, 

LADA Sport suspension with special settings 

The front independent type "McPherson" 

Back semidependent 

Wheels 
Rims 16 

Tires 195/50 R16 

 

3. Engine 

118 l. C. At 5900 rev / min, 160 Nm at 4500 rev / min 

Distribution shafts Special manufacturing 

Graduation system Special manufacturing (Euro 4) 

Special program controls engine 

Transmission 
Changed transmission number PPC to optimal sale cardinality characteristics Engine 

Chassis 
Changed geometry suspension - increased 3 ° Custer front, increased to 2,5 ° breakdown behind the 

increased Wheel base and track 

More energy-intensive springs and shock absorbers Special manufacturing 

Brake system with application increased front and disk Rear brakes and ABS system 

 

 

&5AB № 8 : 

1. c 

2. b 

3. d 

4. a 

5. c 

6. a 

7. c 

8. c 

9. b 

10. c 

11. b 

12. c 

13. a 

14. b 

15. d 

16. c 

17. a 

18. b 

19. a 

20. a 
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�8B5@0BC@0 4;S ?>43>B>2:8 : B5:CI59 8  ?@><56CB>G=>9 0BB5AB0F88 

 

1. �B?G596 �. #., �A7?<=E><= S;O> 8?S F9IA<K9E><I EC9J<4?PABEF9= =English for Technical 
Colleges : GK95A<> 8?S EFG8. GKD9:89A<= ED98. CDBH. B5D4;B64A<S / �. #. �B?G596, �. #. 
�BD:46O=, �. �. %@<DAB64. 4 7-e <;8., EF9D. 4  . : �;84F9?PE><= J9AFD «�>489@<S», 2016. 4 

208 E. 

 

�>?>;=8B5;P=0S  ;8B5@0BC@0 

�BDB64S ".�. 'K95AB-@9FB8<K9E><9 G>4;4A<S > CD4>F<K9E><@ D45BF4@ B5GK4RM<IES 2 >GDE4 
6E9I EC9J<4?PABEF9=. / ".�.�BDB64S,  .�.�5D47<@B64 �: %�&<%, 2021 3 67E. 

�BDB64S ".�. 'K95AB-@9FB8<K9E><9 G>4;4A<S > CD4>F<K9E><@ D45BF4@ B5GK4RM<IES 3 >GDE4 
6E9I EC9J<4?PABEF9=. / ".�.�BDB64S �: %�&<%, 2021 3 50E. 

�BDB64S ".�. 'K95AB-@9FB8<K9E><9 G>4;4A<S > CD4>F<K9E><@ D45BF4@ B5GK4RM<IES EF4DL<I 
>GDEB6 6E9I EC9J<4?PABEF9=. / ".�.�BDB64S �: %�&<%, 2021 3 50E. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


